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Plans for new
special events
arena underway
By RHONNDA KERR
EditOf' In Chief

Photo by 8HIAL£Y MAATIH

AGONY OF DE-FEET: Greg Armstrong, a junior offenelve Hneman from Plducah,
alta on the aide line with an Injured ankle during t he Racere' last football game Oct. 13. Mur·
ray State was defeated by Eaatern Kentucky Unlveralty 42.0 maki ng Ita record 1·5 for the

season.

•

President Ronald J. Kurth
returned !tom Frankfort recently with "good news" about Murray State University's new
special events center.
With the K entucky
legislature · allocating $10
million for its construction in
March, the special events
center has been a desire of the
region for at least 10 years,
Kurth said.
"The desires and ambitions
within the region ran all the
way from a gold-plated, $18
million-Cadillac model of the
arena to a much more modest
expectation of what it could be,"
be said.
"The problem since last spring when western Kentucky
legislators won the appropriation has been to determine exactly what $10 million would
buy and what kind of intereei
there ie in t he region for raising
additional money to up(p'ade
the facility if possible," Kurth
said.
Accompanied by Board of
R egents chairman Kerry
Harvey and interim vice president Ed West, Kurth went to
Frankfort ~nd met with the
Secretary of Finance and Administration Cabinet L. Rogers
Wells Jr. to see how the University should proceed with planning the arena in accordance
with state authorization and
"to get things moving forward."
Things are definitely moving
forward, he said.
Kurth, Harvey and West left
the meeting with a commitment

from state authorities to have
an architectural and engineering study of the new building
completed within four months,
Kurth said.
"This study will tell us exactly what we can get for $10
million," he said.
Another objective of the
meeting was to assure state
authorities that Murray State
University understands the
fiacal realities with which it is
faced, Kurth said.
"We aaaured them that we are
very happy to have the $10
million and that we are going to
make it work for us," he said.
Kurth said he also expressed
to Wells the University's plans
to raise additional volunteer
funds for the construction of the
facility.
"In the course of the meeting,
I aaked Mr. Wells if he would
advise that we look to the
pragmatics of the architectural
and engineering study in terms
of the $10 million plus what we
could raise and downecale as
neceaaary or that we look to the
study to be baaed at $10 million
with flexibility to upscale as we
might be successful in raising
volunteer funds," Kurth said.
State officials appreciated and
supported the University's ambition to raiae additional funds,
but advised Kurth to do the lat·
ter, he said.
"We're not going to have all of
the things people had hoped for,
but we're off to a concrete start
in realizing a new building on
Murray State's campus," he
said.

IFC addresses alcohol problems
Baurer said seven of the
not only on a Murray State
level, but !tom the national fraternities on campus already
subecribe to a liability policy
In an effort to approach to- levels of these organizations.
"The nationals for eaeh one of that has restrictions on the use
day's growing problems with
alcoholism on college campuaea, these fraternities has taken a of alcohol.
Baurer said the FIPG policy
Murray State Univenrity joined very active role in promoting
states
that the poeeaaion of
alcohol
awareneaa
and
responsicampuses across the nation in
recognizing National Collegiate ble use of alcohol," he said. alcohol ~ in compliance with
"They have developed in-depth all state and local laws, that
Alcohol Awarenesa Week.
programing for the fraternities alcoholic beverages are not to
The Interfraternity Council on alcohol abuse."
be purchased with chapter
also made an effort to work
money, that no member shall
Within
the
Interfraternity
toward an awareness of alcohol
purchase
alcohol to sell or serve
problema within the Greek com- Council there have been efforts to a minor, that no event is to be
to
directly
approach
the
isaue
of
munities here at Murray State.
alcohol on Murray State's sponsored with alcohol
Although IFC as a whole has campus.
distributors, and that no kegs
no official alcohol policy, each
are
allowed.
A proposal was made by
fraternity that is a member Lambda Chi Alpha and Alpha
Baurei said the proposal was
does have its own national Tau Omega for IFC as a whole discussed, but was dismissed.
policy.
He said he believed the proto adopt the alcohol policy of
Jim Baurer, interim adviser their national insurance com- blem was more in the way it
for IFC, said many of the efforts pany, the Fl-aternity Inaura.nce was proposed than in its
toward alcohol awareness are Purchasing Group.
content.
By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Assistant News Editor

,

"The problem was that Lambda Chi wanted to make the
policy for IFC what really ia the
FIPG policy, and some were
concerned because some fraternities are not members of the
FIPG," he said. "I think there ie
going to have to be a compromise, but I think that will
probably happen."
Gary Gaines, IFC representative for Lambda Chi Alpha,
said the proposal was made for
two reasons.
"First of all, we just wanted to
get everybody doing the same
thing. Secondly, we were trying
to prevent something from happening to another chapter," he
said.
SeeiFC
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Native Germans speak on unification
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

Dr. :dieter Jedan, associate
professor of foreign languages,
and Katharina Reissing, a
sophomore business administratiomnajor, are wat·
cbing the German unification
process closely.
Jedan, originally from
Dusseldorf, and Reissing, who
is originally from Dortmund,
try to keep informed of the
events taking place in Germany through news reports,
family and friends.
Both are glad to see the East
and West back together after a
41 year separation. Jedan said
he feels that a united Ger·
many will lessen the chance of
an European war.
Jedan said East Germany as
a part of a united Germany
will boost the entire country's
economy. East Germans have
nearby sources of raw
materials and a labor force
willing to work, he said.
Economists estimate the cost
of bringing eastern industry
up to western standards to be
in the billions. Reissing said
she felt Germans could bear
the financia l burden not
because they have to, but
because they want to. "I want
them (East Germans) to e(\joy
freedom," Reissing said.
New and efficient factories
will also be built in East Ger·
many, Jedan said.
"There is only one way they

can go and that is forward," he
said.
However, Reissing said she
did not expect unification so
soon.
"I was in Berlin the week
the wall came down and
nobody was thinking of the
consequences," Reissing said.
"Everyone needed to acijust to
the fact that there could be one
Germany."
Jedan said he never thought
of Germany as one nation.
"We grew up with two coun·
tries and we never thought
they would unite," he said.
Since the unification, news
reports indicate a friction bet·
ween the East and West;
however, Jedan said those protesting are in the minority.
The younger generation& of
West Germans were hurt the
most by unification because
they lost their jobs as East
Germans flooded the work
force, he said.
Reissing said she is concern·
ed about her career in Germany. She would like to work
in the United States after
graduation. Then she said she
would like to return to Europe.
"Everything is more international now and I will have to
place an emphasis on interns.
tional business," she said.
Reissing also said there are
those who are not willing to
give up their old lifestyles in a
new Germany.
"There will always be people
who agree and people who
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don't agree," Reissing said.
Although conflicts do exsist,
Jedan said the East and West
have basically the same family
values and problems. The rna·
jor difference that will con·
tinue to separate some Ger·
mans are their lifestyles.
Jedan said most East Germans
spend most of their leisure
time at home while West Ger.
mans are very mobile.
For the next several years
differences will be apparent
between the East and West;
however, as German children
grow up under one nation the
cultural gap will close, Reiss·
ing said.

Jedan said reunification will
take time and will require
some redirection of the country. Under communist rule
East Germans did not have to
make decisions. It will be hard
for them to take charge of
their lives, Jedan said.
Once East Germans learn
the basics they will be able to
function well in a capitalist
society.
"Europe will be a better
place," Jedan said.
Germany is on its way to
becoming a major economic
force. "The East Germans are
the most educated work force
in the world,'' Jedan said.

Jedan and Re1ssing agree
that Germany will face tough
times during the reunification
process. The unemployment
rate could top 30 percent,
Jedan said. Reissing said the
cost of living has begun to
increase.
"Housing is a disaster,"
Reissing said. "There are no
apartments for rent and the
ones that are available are so
expensive."
East Germans also love
small German cars. They buy
so many cars that prices con·
tinually increase, she said.
"Freedom is not all, it is a
lot, but not all,'' Reissing said.

Faculty 'role differentiation'
added to new strategic plan
By RHONNOA KERR

Chief
"Role differentiation" has
become a hot topic of conversa·
tion among faculty and ad·
Editor In

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
Source PADUCAH SUN

ministrators during the past
.
. ,
several we~.
Murray ·-~~te Uruverstty s
new s~~tegtc plan ca~ls fur t~~
r~ognttlon of role ~fferentla·
tton, but many are still unsure
of. exactly what that means,
88ld ~ames ~· Booth, prov~
and vtce premde~t for academac
and student atraars.
"The ~ssion .of each of t~e
colleges 1s uruque and dif.
ferent," he said. "Role differen·
tiatio~ . is identifying ~nd
r~ognwng fB;Cu!ty contribu·
tiona to that nusston as well as
to ~he ~ve;~ mission of the
Uruvers1ty.
Booth said this part of the
new strategic plan is definitely
different from that of the past.
In the past, each faculty
member was required to do a
standardized amount of
teaching, scholarship and service regardless of his or her
department or personal strong
points, Booth said.
Role differentiation is design·
ed to take advantage of the
strengths of each faculty
member, he said.
"That does not mean ttiat
everyone can do bis own thing,"
he said. "All faculty will con·
tinue to engage in teaching,
scholarship and service. The
degree of each will simply be
differentiated according to the
mission of the college."

Booth said the mission ofeach
college and each faculty
member will ultimately be
determined by himself, the
deans and the department
chairs.
"I think role differentiation is
:- a good idea,'' said John Thomp· eon, dean of the College of
. Business and Public Affairs. "I
think we ought to capitalize on
the individual strengths of each
faculty member.
"If we have an excellent
teacher, we ought to let him
play that role without expecting
him to be a great reaearcher,
and vice versa."
Thompson said he might even
be willing to go further with the
concept than the Univeratiy is.
"It wouldn't bother me in the
least to put faculty on a
teaching track or a research
track and then evaluate them
on tenure and promotion aocor·
ding to what we hired them
for," he said. "That may be fur.
ther than the University would
be willing to go, though."
Gary Hunt, dean of the Col·
lege of Fine Arts and Com·
munication, said be agrees that
role differentiation is a goOd
idea.
.
"In the College of Fine Arts
and Communication, we have
some faculty members that are
outstanding teachers, but we
also have excellent perfomers,
artists and actors," he said. "I
think potentially its going to be
very good for everyone.
Janice Weaver, dean of the
College of Education, said role
differentiation will benefit the

College of Education by permit·
ting it to recognize and show ap·
preciation for the things its
faculty has had to do over the
years.
Gary Boggess, dean of the Col·
lege of Science, said role dif·
ferentiation being added to the
strategic plan will not have a
big impact on the college.
"We've been practicing role
differentiation for a good
number of years in the College
of Science," he said. "Our facul·
ty have been practicing this
willingly for years understan·
ding that all roles are
important."
Kenneth Harrell, dean of the
College of Humanistic Studies,
said he supports role differen·
tiation but is still unsure of how
it will affect the college.
"I think its something that we
have to look at seriously
because every college is not the
same and every department is
not the same, but it's a little
premature to say how it will af.
feet the College of Humanistic
Studies," be said.
Thomas Auer, dean of the Col·
lege of Industry and
Technology, agreed with Har·
rell saying it was premature to
say how it will affect the
college.
Booth said it is clearly the
goal of the University to move
toward role differentiation.
"We're wor~ing on it now,"
he said. "We're in the initial
stages. It is not something that
can be done over night."
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Common final tests skills

in required gen ed classes
By CAMMIE MAXWELL
Reporter

Many freshmen, as well as
some upperclassmen, will be required to take a common final
in one or more of their classes.
The word.s common final may
sound scary at first, but it is not
that much different than any
other final.
The main purpose of the common fmal is to assess student
learning. In order to assess student learning there must be
something to compare;
therefore, only those classes
which have multiple sections
will be required to take the test,
such as many general education
classes.
This will be only the third or
fourth year that common finals
have been required for some
classes so they are fairly new to
students.
The English department
teachers have been giving common finals for many years, even
before it was required, said Ron
Cella, chairman of the English
department.
All questions contained in the
common fmal come from text
book material except the
English 101 final which is
essay. In most cases, questions
are made up by the faculty
members who teach the specific
courses.
"The common final only tests
over chapters that everyone bas
covered," said Thomas P06ey,
chairman of the psychology
department.

All students that are required
to take a certain common final
will be tested at the same time.
The teachers may add 40 to 60
percent of the material to make
up the common final. The two
different parts of the test may
be taken at one time or
separately.
"The teachers are supposed to
ask their class whether they
would like to take them at the
same time or at different
times," said Terry Strieter,
coordinator of the world
civilization course.
The common fmal will count
40 t.o 60 pera!nt of the final exam grade. It depends on the
teacher what percentage it will
count of the final overall grade.
Some students have complained that there are inconsistencies in the percentage that
teachers count the common
final. For example, one teacher
may use the common final as 10
to 20 percent of the overall
course grade while another may
not even use the common fmal
grade in the overall grade.
"It differs from teacher to
teacher, but every teacher that
I have known about has counted
the common final as a significant percentage of the overall
grade," said Chantal Weedman,
a sophomore English major
from Kitty Hawk, North
Carolina.
All teachers are supposed to
average the common final in as
a certain percentage of the
overall grade. If some teachers

do not average it in, then
students have a right to com· •
plain, Strieter said.
Faculty members who teach
the classes may get together
and discuss the final t·esults.
Hopefully this will help
teachers find more effective
ways of teaching problem areas,
Posey said.
It may be a good idea to have
one test or common final after
all general education classes,
like at the end of the Sophomore
or the beginning of the Junior
year.
"That would determine more
than just text book knowledge,"
said Ken Wolf, professor of
history.
"The common final is not
radically different from any
normal final," Cella said. Like
any other final, to do well, effort
must be put forth to study and
know t he material as well as
possible.
Maybe these tips will help
when exam time rolls around:
Study quizzes if teachers give
them back, if not, write down a
rough idea of quiz questions.
"Students should try to figure
out what is important," Strieter
said.
Students should review the
entire semester, look over the
definitions and do the study
guide, Posey said.
In the past, students have had
plent) of time to complete the
comm· •n final so they are not at
any di Jadvantage, Cella said.

would like to thank Cliristina 'llanJitusc£oU
for a great job on Parents' Banquet.

BREAKfAST SPECIAL .:,
· 1 egg and 2 strips (){ bacon .
or 1 sausage patty,
bisc:uits and gravy

only $1 .49
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TI1ree new ways to survive college.

With Apple's introduction or three new
Macintosh•computers, meetlng the challenges ofcollege
life just got a whole lot ~ Because r\0911 everybody
can afford aMacintosh.

The••••isourmost

affadable model, yet ita:mes with ~ you needincludlng ahard disk driveThe
combines color capabilides wilh affordabllily. And the
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giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh
computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And
when you've learned one program, you're ·well on your
way to learning them all. That's because thousands ofavail·
able programs an v.OOc in the same, consistent manner.
\00 can eYen share informalion with someone who uses a
different type ofcomputer-thanks to Apple's versatile
SuperDrive~ which reads from and writes to Macintosh,
MS·oos. C6/2, and App1e•u floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh compuaers for )OOISd,
aiXi 6nd OUl bow suM~ colege juslg<X a wtrle b

For all of your computer needs visit

Computer Source #l
Dixieland Center
or call 759-4603
located next to the University
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University
One of the many freedoms upon
entering college, is having for the
first time, the choice of whether or
not to attend classes.
This option, taken to extremes,
can cause instructors to take action
through implementing their personal attendance policies. These
policies are sometimes disputed by
the students who feel the method of
the teacher to be unfair, or a resentment may arise from a teacher who
feels an attendance policy is too
lenient.
Such is the case at Murray State
University, where the university
has no general attendance policy
statement, other than that "all
students are expected to attend class
regularly."
Not having a university attendance policy poses a conflict for both
students and teachers. Students are
sometimes subject to the bias of the
indi'ridual instructor, and possibly
depriving themselves of the in class
time. On the other hand, teachers
are left with the task of establishing
an impartial attendance policy.

atten~ance

policy is necessary

A solution to this problem would
be to develop an attendance policy to
be enacted by all departments, tak-

ing into consideration such absences
such as university sponsored trips,
emergencies, activities to enhance
the future of the student such as job
interviews as well as the judgment
of a mature college student.

I

An effective policy should also in·
corporate a positive incentive to
urge students to attend class, rather
than to punish or ostracize students
for not attending class. An example
would be to administer pop quizzes
extra points or give select materiai
for upcoming tests.
Students should also think of their
education and the educational experience as a paid service, he or she
is paying for, and each time he or
she misses a class, they have wasted
time and money.
A university attendance policy
would eliminate a lot of confusion as
to precisely what is expected of the
student and thus improve many student/instructor relationships.

PlESlESDBACK--~--------_fq!'!J~r

Murray S(ate stu_dent
writes from the Middle
East
unit. We are used to going in, kicking

To the EditQr:

A few days ago a letter arrived at
the Hart Hall mail room addressed
simply, students c/o Murray State
University.
The letter was from a young soldier
who is now in Saudi Arabia. His
name, Richard A. Merrill.
Richard was a student during the
1988-89 school year. Here is the text
of Richard's letter:
Dear members of Murray State
University,
1 am a PFC in the 82nd Airborne
Division ofthe U.S. Army. My name is
Richard A. Merrill and I am 20 years
old.
I went to Murray State in the
1988-89 school year. 1 liued in Richmond HalL My fauonte frats were
Sigma Pi, Delta Sig ana Kappa
Alpha.
I went to euery party on Thursday
n&ght at Sigma Pi, and euery on Tuesday night at Delta Sig. I dropped out
and joined the regular army in June
of 1989 to get out of the reseroes.
My freshman year was fun., but it
did haue its bad points. My roommate
the first semester committed suicide in
Room 216 of Richmond HalL
I am regularly stationed at Fort
Bragg, N.C., but now I am currently
deployed in Saudi Arabia. 1 am not
alwwed to say exactly where I am.
I do not know when we will be sent
home, but I hope it will be soon. We are
all doing fine, but morale is low. The
82nd Airborne is a rapid depwyment

NiWS

CJ8S and coming home, a perfect exampk is Panama.
We are all not doing anything. Very
little training, mostly sleeping. Food is
·edible, but not uery good. There are no
TV's, no alcohol, no good music and
all us guys and no women.
I am a Vulcan mechanic in A Battery 3-4 ADA. A Vulcan is like a
Gatlin gun. It fires up to 3,000 rounds
a minute, Wlth each round ha.uing the
capability of a grena.ck.
We each carry a M-16 or a 9mm, We
are attached to the 604th parachute Infantry Brigade.
The temperature around here in
August is between llO and 126
degrees during the day. At night it
cools down to around 80 to 85 degrees.
This place reaUy sucks. There are no
trees, no gr08s and no water, just sand
and shrubs. The desert is full of
snakes and scorpions. Nothing like
Kentucky.
I sure would enjoy getting letters
from anyone so please write back.
PFC Richard A. Merrill
U.S . Paratrooper
406-25-5037
A BTRY 3-4 ADA
APO NY 09656 •

Please take the time to drop
Richard a line. If you would like to.
come by the Campus Coffee Shop, Ed
Hudgins is supplying a card for all
the students to sign. The card will be
mailed Oct..31.
Hart Hall Mail Room

.

Rbonnda Kerr
F.dl\01 1n Chief

Ann Landini
•

Ad\'l'"t'r

Student is .upset in failure
to allow band performance
To the Editor:
I am very concerned that the Tennessee State University (TSU) marching
band will not be allowed to perform dur·
ing the halftime show of the football
game between MSU and TSU. I believe
that not allowing TSU's marching band
to perform during the halftime show is
denying African American students at
MSU an opportunity to witness and enjoy part of our rich culture.
After talking with Craig Bohner on
the telephone Monday, Oct. 8, I felt my
concern was legitimate. 1 was informed
by Mr. Bohner that MSU does not have a
written policy stating that the visiting
football team band does not perform during the halftime show for homecoming.
Mr. Bohner did state that the University has many traditional activities that
take up most of the time allowed for
halftime. I am not asking the University
to change the entire halftime format,
however, I am asking that they be con-

siderate of African American students
and Alumni during this time.
I take the decision made by the MSU
administration not to allow TSU's band
to perform during halftime very personal. MSU administration has voiced
on more than one occa.ssion that the
University is striving to be a multicultural university. If this is true then it
seems to me that having extended TSU's
band an invitation to perform would
have been the perfect opportunity to prove this commitment.
The decision made by MSU administration and the manner in which it
was made is like a slap in the face to me.
I believe that African American
students and African American alumni
will be very disappointed to attend the
homecoming football game and find out
that MSU administration would not
allow TSU's marching band to perform.
Tamikia Dumas
graduate student

'Concerned .students' reply
to 'Coming Out Day' letters
To the Editor:
In ·reference to your letters in last
week•s paper, if the people who wrote the
letters are not ashamed of being gay,
wliy do they not sign their letters? In
defell!le to the first letter, the person did
attempt to give an understanding to
their lifestyle, even though it is not ac·
cepted by most people.
As for the National Coming Out Day,
why is such a day necessary? If gays do
not want the attention that is directed to
them, why then have such a day?
As for the second letter, why did that
person choose to state that thev were an

agriculture major? What does being an
agriculture major have to do with being
gay? Nothing, besides the rumors that
were started around campus about the
department.
Since we do not advertise the fact that
we are heterosexual, why do others feel
it is necesary to advertise their
homosexuality.
Britt A. Spillman
Micheal H . Wood
Jim Pringle
Mary Beth Crider,
concerned MSU
agriculture students

COUNTERPOINT--------0-ctobe~rl:~~~
How do you feel about students being late?
I
j

I

Martha Moore

Bud Kuhn

Sheila Clough Crtfasl

Betty Driver

I

Armin Clark
M

''I'd rather they come in and
get part of the class than none
at all. A little learning is better
than none."
"I think it is rude to come to
class late. I think it is rude to
the fellow students more than
anything else and I tkink a per·
son should attempt to be on
time, but I don't agree with
teachers who punish students
for coming in late, by singling
them out and making them
stand up. I have seen that and I
disagree with it."

"I think it is very disruptive if
they come in more than five
minutes after class has
started.''
"But for a student to have the
benefit of the class, I'd rather
they come in late than not at
all."
"I do have some people who
are habitually late and I try to
deal with those individually."

"I'm not crazy about having
students arrive late, but I
wouldn't say that I'd rather
them not come at all, but it is ir·
ritating to start a lecture and to
have students come in late."
"I don't know what it is, but it
seems more students are com·
ing in late this semester."
"We have a departmental
policy that promptne88 and not
being late is important ,
especially important to us in
communications, because we
are dealing with deadlines."

"I find students who arrive
late to class distracting and
disruptive. However, in most
cases, I would prefer that the
late students attend at least
part of the class.
"If the lateness persists, I try
to talk with the student privately about the problem."
"I find that sometimes
students arrive late because of
on-campus jobs or because other
instructors do not let them out
on time. Usually, if that is the
case, I tolerate the situation."

FEEDBACR
·-

~h~~~don o~~~~~nks ~N~SlhornfYn's
Last week Murray State
celebrated its founding with a
campus convocation paying
t ribute to four outstanding
alumni of MSU: Emma Sue
Hutson , Ben Humphreys, L.D.
Miller and Forrest C. Pogue.
These people have served
Murray State in the ftnest
tradition of our founders and
were recognized with th e
Golden Horseshoe Award for
this service.
On behalf of the MSU Alumni
Association and the Student
Alumni Association who spon·
sor this award. I want to thank
everyone who contributed to
this most successful event, to
current and past members of
the MSU Board of Regents who
attended; to Dr. Kurth for his
outstanding support and par·
ticipation; to Jim Booth and Ed
West for their essential involvement and input; to the deans Cor
their invaluable assistance
with planning and for their en·
couragement; to all the faculty
who donned academic regalia to
lend appropriate dignity to the
occassion.
To the MSU Wind Ensemble,
Dennis Johnson and Roger
Reichmuth for lending wonderful musical support; to the folks
at Security and the Motor Pool
who facilitated parking and the
shuttle service; to the people in
the Physical Plant who took
care of the setup m timely
fa s hion and also ma d e

To the staff at Printing and
Publications for their efforts; to
the student ambassadors; and
espec1ally I t hank my staff: Pat·
ti Jones, Brenda Hart, Betty
Warner and Barbara Rose from
t he office of the Provost.
To each student in atten·
dance, I extend my special
thanks. Anyone who missed the
event missed something very
special.
Also, I'd like to congrat ulate
the College of Science on a par·
ticuliarly impressive and appropr ia t e F ounders' Day
Ceremony in memory of Dr.
Alfred Wolfson.
Student, faculty and staff will
be reminded for years to come of
the unselfish contributions
made by Dr. Wolfson as they en·
joy the shade of the basswood
tree so strategically located just
northeast of the Blackburn
Science building.
Wayne Harper and his crew
at the Physical Plant deserve a
special commendation for their
role in this. I was again impressed with the MSU Food Ser·
vice as they calmly and capably
served the large group in atten·
danc e at the memorial
ceremony.
And to the The MSU News,
thanks for your coverage of
these activities.
Donna R. Herndon
Executive Secretary!I'reasurer
MSU Alumni Association
Advisor , SAA
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"As far as coming in late, the
main thing is that it is better to
come in late than to not come at
all, and to try not to come in
late too often."
"This is because if you miss
the beginning of class, the
material miased may be dif·
ficult for the student to figure
out on his own or her own."
"By being in cl888, the in·
structor can take care of any
questions."
"As I go over the syllabus, I
make my attendance policy
clear, but it is not written as
such in the syllabus. Also on the
first day I may ask if anyone
will have a time conflict."
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Controversy in arts raises
questions of art censorship
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

Photo by BARRY JOHNSON

Larry and Carol Koehler of Marion, Ill., were presented a plaque recognizing them as the 1990
Outstanding Parents from President Ronald J. Kurth. The Koehlers were nominated by their
daughter, Kim.

Koehlers receive award
Carol and Larry Koehler of
Marion, Ill., were chosen as the
1990 Murray State Outstandin g Parents after being
nominated by their daughter,
Kim Koehler, a senior housing
and interior design major.
"I believe one of the things I
admire most about my parents
is that they are strivers,"
Koehler wrote about her
parents.

The Outstanding Parent
award is sponsored by the Murray State Student Alumni
Association as part of the MSU
Student Government Association's Parents Weekend which
was Oct. 12-14.
Mr. and Mrs. Koehler were
recognized at the Parents
Weekend reception and at the
halftime of the Murray State vs.
Eastern Kentucky football
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game on Oct. 13.
Honorable mention recipients
for the Outstanding Parent
Award were: Jane Hall of Murray, Gayle Daniel McDermott of
Paducah, Brenda and John
Owen of Henderson, Joyce
Mason of Bardwell, John and
Carol Thompson of Murray and
special posthumous recognition
was given to Mary E. Jackson of
Magnolia, Ky.

Obscenity in the arts has
been a much debated topic
since a recent trial in Cincinnati in which an art gallery
and its director were aquitted of obscenity charges.
According to an article in
the Oct. 6 issue of the
Paducah Sun, the Contemporary Art Center and director Dennis Barrie were
cleared of misdemeanor
charges of pandering
obscenity and using children
in nudity-related photos by
Robert Mappletborpe in an
exhibit.
"I was pleased to bear he
was aquitted," said Marc
Malinauskas, director of
theater at Murray State
University.
"I think an artist should be
free in a free society to ex·
press his particular views in
his art as it relates to our
society," he said.
Malinauskas will be taking two members of the National Endowment for the
Arts panel at MSU to
Baltimore, Md., Oct. 24 • 28
to participate in a panel
discussion concerning t he
topic of obscenity in the arts
at the National Collegiate
Honors Conference.
Kevin Moore, a pre-med
major, will be arguing
against censorship in the
arts. Malinauskas said he

believes Moore shares his
views that NEA funds
s hould not carry any
stipulations.
However, Joe Lyons, a
sophomore political science
major from Owensboro will
be arguing for censorship at
the conference.
r
"I don't think our tax
dollars should be spent for
pornography and 'obscenity' ," he said.
Lyons said be feels that
since obscenity is not protected under the first amendment the government should
not support it.
Lyons said he wiU use the
argument of the U.S.
Supreme Court's definition
of obscenity.
The Padur:ah Sun defined
it by saying material must
appeal to a prurient interest
in sex, be patently offensive
according to contemporary
standards and must lack
redeeming artist ic, scientific
or political value to be considered obscene.
Malinaus k as said he
believes that obscenity has
no definition.
"Obscenity has multiple
meanings. What it means to
one person may not be what
it means to another," he
said.
"I don't know that the
courts can actually define it.
The courts can't legislate
morality," he said.
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Certified Public Accountants
will be interviewing

Murray State
Graduating Accountants
Oct. 30
Contact the placement office
to schedule an interview with this
growing, regional finn-one of the 15 largest
in the U.S., with offices in

Good Luck
to all
Murray State Racers
during
Homecoming '90
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Congress struggles to balance·budget
By BRAD CRAFTON
Staff Writer

Murray State University or t he
Murray community will know
immediately how they will be
affected.

One of the proposals to reach
Capitol Hill from the White
The midnight oil was burned House was not received well by
in Washington as Congress bat- congressional Democrats. It
tled this week to try and reach called for higher taxes for high
an agreement about the new income families along with a
lower capital gains tax on the
' federal budget.
sale of stocks, bonds and real
With legislators trying to estate, said the AP.
trim $500 billion dollars from
One proposal by the House
the trillion-dollar federal Ways and Means Committee in·
budget, the majority of debate eluded a large cut in Medicare,
was centered on where the but as of early this week, no
money was coming from. The solid agreements had been
Associated Press reported that reached as they worked to meet
likely answers to the problem the midnight tonight deadline,
would be in the fonn of higher the AP said.
Medicare premiums and higher
After the budget is agreed
taxes on liquor, cigarettes and
upon, it is not likely t hat either
gasoline.

"There is not going to be
enodgh detail to tell how it will
affect University and communi·
ty funding," said Jim Thomp·
son, professor of economics and
finance.
Thompson said whatever
federal programs are the most
polit ically insulated will pro·
bably avoid severe budget cutbacks either because of their
importance or network of lobbyists on Capitol Hill. Programs that have been ment ion·
ed for the chopping block, such

as federal student financial aid,
are too popular to suffer in the
negotiations. Thompson said.
"They talk about cutting the
most popular programs to
stampede people into accept ing
tax increases," Tbomnson said.
Thompson said it is too early
to tell, but he does not anticipate any major cuts in bigdollar federal programs. The
defense budget would have been
a prime target had the occupation of Saudi Arabia in response
to Iraq's invasion of Kuwait not
happened, Thompson said.
Other common areas·subject
to budget tr imming are unlikely to result ' in cuts from their
programs. Medicare and Social

Security are frequently men·
tioned but will probably survive
due to the powerful lobby they
have in Congress, Thompson
said.
"Those people are single-issue
voters," Thom,Pson said. "But
you're talking about their in·
come. It would make singleissue voters out of most people."
The cuts are probably going to
be in fann subsidy programa,
lowering of support prices and
cuts from federal agency
budgets that will t hen have to
be passed on from the agencies
to the recipients of federal aid
such as child day care and
s helters for t he homeless,
Thompson said.

/

MSU gains $4 million bu_ilding in Paducah
By TIFFANY DEVINE
Reporter

Murray State University has
been given us~ of a $4 million
building in Paducah.
The building, an old Pepsi
Cola bottling company and
warehouse, was donated by
Harry L. Crisp Jr. to Paducah
Community College.
Paul Ross, coordinator of institutional research at Paducah
Community College, !laid Crisp
donated a similar facility to
community colleges in
southeastern Missom·i and paid

for the Roy Stewart Stadium
scoreboard at Murray State.
Ross said PCC was named by
the University of Kentucky to
house one of two graduate learning centers and will include
UK course offerings through
the doctorate level in education
and other areas.

'Interactive television
would allow professors from Murray
State to instru c t
s tudents here in
Paducah '
-Ross

Ross said the facility might
also be used for a continuing
education program called
distance learning which in·
eludes interactive television.

State to instruct students here
in Paducah," Ross said.
Ross said three secondary
schools including Fulton Coun·
ty High School will also tie into
lhe system.

"Interactive television would
allow professors from Murray

"That would allow college
level courses to be offered to
high school students," Ross
·
said.
''MSU, UK and PCC will
move various community ser·
vice programs like migrant
education and a literacy program into the facility," he said.
''Not many plans have been
made and not much is definite
at this stage because the announcement of the donation
was just made," Ross said.
Viola P. Mjller, dean of conti·
nuing education and academic
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outreach, said she is very pleased with the facility's potential.
"One classroom already exists
and all of the offices are fmished," Miller s~d.
James L. Booth, provost of
MSU, said the university is
very appreciative of the gift.
"We would like to move much
of our operation thel'e," Booth
said. "We need more space and
the ability to use the space more
of the time."
Booth said plans are still sket·
chy and the move probably
would not happen until next
summer or fall.
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StephenDurbin ~
Pnnciple Broker

1415 B Main St.
Murra
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Business: 759-1161
Home: 436-2987

Applications are available in the
Office of Student Affairs.

Deadline: Friday, Nov·. 2
..

--3.0 GPA, with at least 90 hours completed.
•

'See Murray Florist for all your
Homecoming needs
Check our display of·
Murray Mums
Place your Orders early!
Bel-Air Center
Murray

'
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--Demonstrated campus and community
leadership ~d involvement.
For more information contact the
Office of Student Affairs, 762-6831.
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CALENDAR
Frldav

Monday

Oct. 19

lnterviews.Price Waterhouse or
Nashville, Tenn., will interview
selected accounting m~rs. State
Farm Ins urance Companies or
Murfreesboro, Tenn., will interview all majora for claims
repruentati vea. Occidental
Chemical Corporation of Niagara
Faile, N.Y., will Interview
master's dearee recipients for in·
d ustrial hyiiene aesociate
position.
Music festival. The 44th annual
Quad State String Festival will be
tonight and Saturday in Lovett
Auditorium. On Saturday there
will be a ~ concert beginning at
4p.m.
Gue.t viollnl1t. Reed Smith,
guest violinist from Marshall
University, will perform in the
Farrell Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Ad·
miasion ie free.
La.t day. The lut day to register
for a second hall-semester course
for credit. Cl&a~e~ must be attended on thil date. Lut day to change
a second half-semester course
from audit to credit. Registration
and Drop/Add continue on the
firlt floor or Sparkt Hall.
Fundral.er. Alpha Sigma Alpha
aorority will hold the annual
"Tooter for Tots" from noon today
until noon Saturday. •

SitU reflY

Oct.22

lntel'Views. Arthur Andersen of
Nashville, Tenn., will conduct in·
terviews for select accounting ma·
jors. Perdue Farms, Inc., of
Lewiston, N.C., will interview
animal science, agriculture
economics , food science ,
agriculture engineering and
general agriculture m~ra for
plant management trainee and
broiler supervisor positions.
Lecture. David Slaw&on will give
a lecture titled "Design is Never
Done: •Interactive Process in
Creating and Maintaining
Japanese-Style Gardena'' at 7
p.m. iD room 423 of the Fine Arts
building. For more information
contact Dieter Jedan at 762-4522.
Concert. "Aslan" with special
guest "BriteNoiae" at 7:30p.m. in
the Cunia Center Ballroom. Ad·
mission il free. For more informa·
tion call 762-2516 or 762-2578.
Movie. Alpha Phi Alpha fraterni ·
ty will show "Harlem Nights'' and
"House Party" u part of Alpha
Week at 7 p.m. in the Barkley
Room.

Ne'!Qmaken. The topic of the
program il conservative values in
America. Guests on the show will
be Burt Folsom of the history
department and Joe Rose of the
polit.ical ecience department. The
show will air at 6:05 p.m.

Tuttdty
Mu1ic fe•ttval.The 44th annual
Quad State String Festival continuea in Lovett Auditorium.
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Oct. 23

Leclure. "Criaea in the Gulf:
Should the U.S. be there?" will be

- ~

~-

_

_

diacuaaed by a panel of international students at 7 p.m. in the
Cumberland room of the Curria
Center. Sheila Clough Crifasi will
moderate the diacu88ion.

.

Interviews. Tennesee Depart.
ment of Audit will interview accountinB' mlljore for legislative
auditor 1. Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance Co. of Evansville,
Ind., will interview business majore for sales poationa.
Concert. Michael Johnson will
appear at 7:30 in the Curris
Center Stables."Admission is free.
Forum. A humanities forum.
"Ethical Principle• and Problems
in Business and Politics," with
Richard H. Lewis, Kentucky state
representative for the 6th district.
Call Gayne Nerney at 762-2398.
Talent Show. Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternitywill present "A Night at
the Apollo" at 7:30 p.m. in the
Currie Center Theatre. Admil8ion
it one canned good.
M.ld-term sradee. Student. can
pick up mid-term grades 9:30
a.m.· 4 p.m. in the recorda office on
the first floor of Sparka Hall.

Exhibit. Alpha Phi Alpha frater·
nity will present an organiza.
tional exhibit from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. iD the RockinB' Chair Lounge.
Seminar. Dee Brink.ly of the
Young Women ' • Chriat ian
Association will apeak on job op·
portunities in the YWCA at 3:30
in the Barkley Room of the Curris
Center.
Meeting. The Student Law
Association will meet In the Ohio
Room, third floor of the Curria
Center at 4:30p.m. Guest epeaker
will be Mike Ward, Com ·
monwealth Attorney.
Last day. Last day to drop a
second-half semester course with
no grade. Drop processing con·
tinues on the first floor of Sparkl
Hall.

Thurtday

Oct. 25

Mee un , . Auociation or
Childhood Education Interna·
tional at4 p.m. in room 341 of the
Special Education Building.

Oct. 24

Ba nquet. The Murray State
Athletic Hall of Fame banquet at
6:30 p.m. iD the Currta Center
Ballroom. The co.t il $15 per per·
aon. Reeervation1 can be made by
calliDg 762-61U.

Movie. "Alw•.,." Wl'll be shown
~- p.m. in the Curat 3:30, 7 and 9:30
ria Center Theatre. Admiaeion for
the matinee is ' 1 and , 1.60 for
atudente, all other• ,2.50.
OpeD Houle. Siama Kappa
•
Theta will have an open
house in
room 310B Wilaon Hall at 3 p.m.
Refreehmentl will be served.

Movie. "Diabollque" will be
ahowu at 7:30 p.m. in the Cunia
Center Theatre Admiaet'on ie ti·
. .....
Showcue. Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity will present the 4th an·
nual Ebony and Ivory ehowcue at
7':30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Admiaeion il , 2.
JRT Placement Seminar. 7-9
p.m., Curria Center Ballroom.

Wtclntldav

Oct.20

1
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"We were following the policy
we put forth before IFC, but if
something were to happen to
some fraternity who was not
following what they should be
then their insurance company
and nationals would find out
about it, and there is a
likelihood that all Greeks could
be wiped off campus."
Gaines said the proposal was
dropped because some fraternities felt the policy was too
restrictive and their nationals
did not follow FIPG.
" For a while it was going to
cause a lot of dissention among
everyone, and that wasn't the
intention at all. The intention
was to unify the Greeks, so we
just backed off," he said.
He s aid the frat e rnity
presidents h ave met and are
trying to come up with
something on paper concerning
how Greeks would conduct
themselves at aU-Greek events.
Bart Sch0 lfi ld IF
le •
C president, said although this propoeal was not voted in, he sees'
the effort as a step in the direction toward alcohol a wareness.
" I think it will be a slow procesa that is probably already 1'n
motion. It won't just happen
overnight," he said.
Gaines said he agreed that
the fraternities are beginning
to work toward a compromise.
" We 'II
compromised by saying,
OK
we take this off the table,
and I think they were saying
they were willing to work," he
said.
"Th'18 was a .r:
......
ucD~
step no matter how small, and hopefully it
just won't be talked about, but
maybesomethingwillbedone."
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..

Mr. MSU Pageant
ever.
And a SRectal thanks to
Steph&Die Best,
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Oct. 30-31
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NEWS&riets
• NEWS WINS TOP HONORS: The Murray State News
earned Medalist rating in a contest-critique conducted by the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association for the spring 1990
semester.
The News received 960 points out of a possible 1,000 and
was awarded Ali·Columbian honors in the content and
general operations categories for ranking in the top 5 percent
in the individual categories.
Earlier this semester the News was awarded an AllAmerican rating from the Associated Collegiate Press and
named a regional Pacemaker, making it one of the top 20
non-dailies in the country.
• COMPUTER COURSE: "Advanced Wordperfect 5.0"
will be offered at Murray State University beginning Oct. 25
from 6 to 9 p.m. in room 209N of the Business Building. The
course will also meet on Nov. 1 and Nov. 15.
• ROOMS NEEDED FOR HOMECOMING: The Mu.-ray
Slate University Student Alumni Association is lookiniS for
people to provide rooms to help house alumni over Homecom·
ing weekend.
Guests will be provided a room and breakfast in exchange
for a $25 donation to the Alumni House Fund. For more infor·
mation contact the Student Alumni Association at 762-3439
or the Alumni Office at 762-3737.
• PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTEST: The Murray State
chapter of the Public Relations Student Society of America is
in the process of developing a campaign for a student contest
sponsor~d by Warner-Lambert of New York.
.
The contest theme is " Launch the Best College Profile wtth
Schick." The organization will submit. its idea for the cam·
paign by Nov. 2 with hopes of being one of25 schools .selected
to actually implement their ideas.
• SEMINARS OFFERED: The department of American
humanics is spon!'loring two career seminars. On Oct. 24, Dee
Brinkley of the Young Women's Christian Association will
discuss career opportunities in the YWCA.
On Nov. 14, Jim Thomas of the American Red Cross will
present facts and figures about the ARC. The seminars are
scheduled at 3:30 p.m. in the Barkley Room of the Curris
Center. Call 762-3808 for more information.

SGA takes
earthquake
precautions

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

By JANEEN MIRACLE
Staff Writer

At a special SGA meeting at
Oakhurst on Wednesday, Presi·
dent Ronald J. Kurth expressed
his concern over whether or not
students are receiving informs·
tion on what to do if an earth·
quake were to happen.
SGA President Eddie Allen
reported on his visit with the
Natural Hazal.'ds Task Force to
discuss the predicted earth·
quake. In the event of an earth·
quake, SGA members will be
runners to help relay messages
for those in need.
Other issues discussed at the
meeting were:
• On Oct. 18 candidates for
Miss 'MSU met in the Barkley
room of the Curris Center.
• There was a Board of Regents
meeting Oct. 19.
• On Oct. 31 at 4:00 p.m. there
will be a student judicial
meeting.
• There will be a SGA and UCB
party Nov. 4 at 3:00 p.m.
• Homecoming queen elections
will be Thursday, Oct. 26 from
8:30 to 4:30 in the Curris
Center on the second floor.
• Oct. 26 will also be the date
that the President's Round
Table will meet in the Curris
Center . All the presidents of different organizations can attend.
• A decision on t he student activity fee increase was delayed
until SGA can talk with Gerry
Mayes. Mayes proposed the in·
crease at the last meeting.
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POLICE BEAT

CABIN FEVER GOT YOU
ON THE EDGE?

.'

Oct. 17
12:39 a.m.- A loose snake
was reported on the irrst
floor of Blackburn Science
Building. Ed Zimmerer,
assistant professor of
biological sciences, advised
that it was a harmless black
rat snake and he would
check on it the next morning.
2:53 a.m .- A College
Courts resident complained
about cars with red and
yellow permits parking in
the green zones.
Oct.18
5:19 a.m.- Desk guard at
Hester reported that a resident ran in the building
stating that a male had just
chased her in. The girl said
that the male had on a bright
shirt and jeans, but then said
it may have been shorts. An
officer checked the area and
found no one.
Oct. 14
3:08 a.m.- A smashed
donn window was reported
in Richmond H all. The
su.spec:te were reported as
four males with sticks.
3:35 a.m.- Possible van·
dalism s uspects were stopped
by an officer in a traffic stop.
The suspects said they had
been in their dorm rooms
since 2 a.m.
3:46 a.m.- A vandalism
suspect was approached by
an officer in t he Hart Hall
Complex. He said he was
\'isiting a student He coul.d
not sleep and had to go to hts
car to get some prescribed
medication.
Oct. 13
5:50 p.m.- A College
Cout·ts t·esident reported
that two males cruising the
area attempted to coax her
15-year·old daughter into
their car.

Oct. 12
12:39 a.m.- A theft was
reported in Franklin Hall.
10 p . m .- A subject
reported that her windshield
on her 1984 burgandy
Cutlass had been broken.
11:08 p.m.- A possible
fight in-between Franklin
and Spr inger Halls was
reported.

Golf, Thnnis, Walking,
Cycling, and Weightlifting can be a
release from the pressures
of studying and everyday stress.

I
Murray State has room for everyone
to escape momentarily.

Oct. 11
10: 19 p . m .- Subj ect
reported that his window
glass had been shattered.

Breathe in the fresh air!
Get out and enjoy the scenery of
· Western Kentucky.

12:27 a.m.- Derrick E .
Galbraith was arrested on a
warrant from Webster Coun·
ty. The subject was held in
the Murray Jail.
12:58 a.m.- Someone was
stuck in the elevator in the
Applied Science Building.
1:38 a .m.- The Regents
Hall security guard reported
a male and female fighting
outside the hall.
3:09 a.m.- The fire alarm
in Hart Hall was sounded.
Physical Plant found that
cigarette smoke set off the
smoke detector on the sixth
floor.

A Public service announcement bought to you from the
Murray State Interfraternity Council.

'

7:03 a.m.- A room was
searched in Franklin Hall.
Oct. 10
5:44 p . m .- P ad u cah
answering service reported a
burglar alarm sounding a t
the National Boy Scout
Museum.
lnformaii.on for Police B eat

was gathered and compiled
by Melanie Bucklir~, assistant
news ediror, from materials
available to the public from
the public .s afety office.
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Students find new ways to improve fitness
By ERIC WALKER
Staff Writer

We have all heard that a person's body is like
a temple, but unfortunately many Amer icans
have been building additions on their temples
in the form of fat.
Many people, while simply climbing a flight of
stairs, break out in a sweat and have trouble
catching their breath. This is the state of
physical fitness in today's society.
Colleges and universities are known as institutions to mold a person mentally, but what
about molding a person physically? Many scientific studies have shown today's young people
are not ·.as physically fit as they should be.
However; tilnes have begun to change.
In the mid'to late 1980s, a new craze swept the
nation. People began to look at themselves and
saw room for improvement in the physical area.
Many joined fitness gyms and health spas; they
began running, jogging and walking to
strengthen their cardiovascular systems and
they started "pump!ng iron" to shape unsightly
flab into chiseled muscle.
Students at Murray State University have
begun to travel t he road to better physical
fitness, and there are many facilities and oppor·
tunit ies to take advantage of and help build
that perfect body.

Fitness at Carr

Students utilize t he various
facilities In the community and
on campus to help them build
p e rfect bod i es . Kev i n
Gerhardt, a freshman civil
engineering major from Columbus, Ohio, lifts welghta at
Flex-It, a fitness center located
near campus. Kevin Lynn, a
freshman construction
engineering technology major
from Dover, Tenn., uses the
racquetball facilities In carr
Health. Tamara Clinton, a
senior vocal education major
from Madisonville, stays fit by
running laps at Roy Stewart
Stadium.

Carr Health Building on Murray State's campus is one such facility. Not only does the Carr
Health Building house the department of
health, physical education and recreation, but it
also contains two gymnasiums, exercise and
gymnastic rooms, playing courts and an indoor
swimming pool.
Chad Stewart, chairman for the department of
health, physical education and recreation, said
the Carr Health Building has a three-fold pur·
pose for multiple use by st udents.
"We serve as an academic building for our
regular classes and we share the facilities with
intercollegiate athletics, but a uuijor purpose is
for student recreation," he said.
"At this time of year, there aren't that many
students who use the facilities. During the
winter months, usually from Thanksgiving
break to spring break, it is used heavily,''
Stewart said. "With intramurals. we have
about 60 to 75 basketball teams who play here."
Ste wart said Carr Health does have its pro·
blems. He said one section of the gymnasium is
currently undergoing repairs and said, for the
upcoming summer months, Carr Health may
have air·conditioning for some of the facilities,
such as the racquetball courts.
Carr Health is also committed to meeting the
educational training needs, as well as the
physical fitness needs. This is done through the
many activity classes offered at Murray State.
These classes range from weight training to fen·
cing and folk dancing. Stewart said approx·
imately 700 to 1000 students elect to take the
activity courses.
"Our physical fitness classes are designed to
maintai.n or improve the fitness of the
students,'' he said. "We have more classes that
are recreational, plus we have some that are
more vigorous, such as racquetball."

lntramurals
Intram urals at Murray State are another way
for students to increase their physical fitness,
although Dawn Griffin, coordinator for campus
recreation, said that is not the primary reason
students get involved in intramural sports.
"Most of those who take part in intramurals,
do it for fun, not for physical fitness," she said.
"It's like somebody doesn't say, 'I need to get into shape, so I'll play softball.' Physical fitness is
secondary."
Griffin said last year, more than 6,500
students and faculty participated in intramural
activities and this semester, more than 1,500
participate either in a formal (playing in an in·
tramural sport) or informal (i.e. going to Carr
Health and working out) aspect.
"There's a lot of goals and purposes for the
program. The main purpose is to stress and
.maintain a personal level of physical fitness,"

, she said. "Everything focuses around physical
fitness; they either run or jump or shoot.
"It 's a high outlet for individuals to be
physically fit."
Michael Wells, a sophomore from Mayfield,
plays intramural softball and said his involvement is strictly for fun.
"I didn't get involved with intramurals to get
fit or stay in shape, I did it for fun. It's just that,
t he physical fitness part is extra - it just happens," he said.
'
"Intramurals helps to get me away from my
studies, too," Wells said. "It relaxes me and I
can get away from all the commotion of
classes."
~

. -.

Flexing it
Aside from Carr Health and intramurals,
there are plenty of other ways to get in or stay
in shape. One such way is through Flex-It Gym.
Tracy Coleman, a trainer at Flex-It, said the
gym bas many ways to get people into shape.
"We have free weights, three lifecycles and
Nautilus-type machines for people to work out
. on,'' Coleman said.
"Some people come in here and they ~ant to
look like a bodybuilder and some people come in
and are 50-pounds overweight," he said. "We offer different ways to work out for different people. It just depends on whether they want to
build muscles or just slim up."
Mike Gholson, a senior criminal justice and
psychology m~or from Eldorado, Dl., began lif.
ting weights three years ago and is continuing
his pursuit to physical fitness by working out at
Flex-It.
"I usually lift about four times a week, plus I
do sprints once a week and I stretch about two
times a week to stay in shape, but I don't have
any particular diet I go by," he said.
Gholson said the majority of students are no~
as fit as they should be and the ones who look as
if they are, really are not.
'
"A lot of guys that you see on campus don't
really exercise that much. It's just genetics they're just naturally big," he said. "Most
students aren't that fit, because they spend a lot
of their time on academics and any extra time
they have, they're too tired from studying or
they use their freetime for something else."

YMCA fitness
The Murray/Calloway County Family YMCA
is another place where students can get involv·
ed in fitness. Danielle Schwethman, program
director and instructor for the YMCA, said
there are no facilities at the YMCA for people to
work out, yet fitness classes are held at area
schools and even on the MSU campus.
"We offer pre-school classes and adult aerobic
classes, plus we have water and pre-natal exercise classes, as well," she said.
The YMCA adult aerobic class is a six-week
session designed to build a person's cardiovascular system.
"The class begins as a low-impact aerobic
class and builds to a higher-impact level," she
said. "Plus, we give instructions on how to
modify the workout for different people."
Schwethman said the classes, while open to
any member, are used primarly by older age
groups, especially the water exercise classes
held at the Carr Health pool. She said the water
exercise classes involve simple stretching and
aerobics and allows those 50 and older to "do
things they haven't done in years.
" It's a fun way to exercise," Schwethman
said. "Many times, we are their physical
therapy.''

Martial arts
In dealing with the martial arts, self-defense
seems to be the main attraction for most people.
Yet, physical fitness plays a vital role in the
arts, such as tae kwan do.
Tung Dihn, owner and instructor at Murray
Tae Kwan Do, said most people's way of think·
ing about the martial arts has changed from
defensive purposes to one of keeping fit.

See FITNESS
Page 18
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Lakes provide leisUre attractions
By KRISTIE HELMS
Assistant Campus Life Editor

With mid-term examinations
in the not so distant past and
Thanksgiving vacation still
weeks away, students may be
looking for a chance to escape
and enjoy the fall weather
before wint~r arrives.
The surrounding lakes area
offer!i plenty to do for both the
outdoors enthusiast and those
people who prefer to enjoy
nature at a distance.
Several campsites, for those
who enjoy roughing it, can be
found in Land Between the
Lakes, located between Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley.
In addition to sites that include electricl hookups, LBL
also has an open-camping policy
which allows for camping
anywhere in LBL unless an ex·
ception is posted.
Hikers are also in luck. LBL
has more than 200 miles of
designated trails ranging in
length from one-fifth of a mile
to· 60 miles. A brochure with a
map of the trails is available at
the visitor's center located at
t he nort her n entrance of LBL.
For t hose who would rather
view t he faU colors of LBL from
the security of t heir car, one of
the best routes to take is The
Trace, which winds through all
of LBL, past attractions such as
t he Golden Pond Visitors'
Center, Empire Farm, The
Hom e pl ace- 1850 and t h e
Woodlands Nature Center.
To reach LBL and The Trace
from campus, take Highway

641 north to Lake City, which is
just across the Kentucky" Dam
in Livingston County. Then,
turn left onto Highway 453,
which travels past Grand
Rivers.
This highway becomes known
as The Trace after crossing the
canal that connects Lake
Barkley and Kentucky Lake
and leads to the northern entrance of LBL.
Although LBL and the sur·
rounding lakes are somE: of thts
area's main attractions, other
activities and places of interest
should not be overlookl'd.
One of the upcoming local
events is the Aurora Country
Festival. The annual fe~;tival
features arts and crafts, a flea
market, a parade and country
and gospel music in Aurora.
The event is set for today,
Saturday and Sunday.
To reach Aurora from Mur·
ray, take Highway 94 east to
Highway 68 north, then turn
right onto Highway 68. Aurora
is just past the nort hern en·
trance of Kenlake State Resort
Park.
Another area attraction in
Mayfield baa been deecribed aa
"The Strange Procession That
Never Moves."
The Wooldridge Monumenta
are an 1S.figure group of sandstone and Italian marble
statue s in Ma y fiel d ' s
Maplewood Cemetery.
The only person actually en·
tombed on the Wooldridge
burial l ot i s Henry G .

Wooldridge who erected the
statues in the late 1890's before
his death.
To reach Maplewood
Cemetery from Murray, take
Highway 121 west to Highway
97. Turn right onto Highway 97
which leads directly into
Mayfield. The cemetery is
locnted on the Highway 45 over·
pass and North 7th Street.
The area also provides a
chance to view the best in local
Kentucky talent at Clay Campbell's Kentucky Opry Music
Show.
The show features country,
bluegrass and gospel music and
is held every Friday and Satw·day night at 8 p.m.
The opry is located approximately one mile north on
Highway 641 past the junction
of Highways 641 and 68.
The Adsmore Museum, in
Princeton, allows visitors to
catch a glimpse of life at the
t urn of t he century in this area.
The brick home was built in
1857 and has been restored to
that period with all furniture
and personal effects or iginal to
the house.

12 may tour the home free of
chargl'.
Princeton is located off exit 12
of the Western Kentucky
Parkway. To reach the parkway
from Mw·ray, take Highway
641 North to Purchase Parkway
North. Then take the 1-24
Nashville exit which leads to
the Western Kentucky
Parkway exit.
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For those who take dining out
seriously, the lakes area offer..
some. of the best restaurants
anywhere.
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant is
famous for its catfish dinners,
which is a local favorite. It is
located m Aurora on Highways
68 and 80. The restaurant is
open from 4 until 9 p.m. Mon·
day through Saturday and from
11:30 a.m. until 8:30 p.m.
Sundays.

The Brass Lantern is the only
resta ura nt in Kentucky, west of
Louisville, rated as high as
three-stars by the Mobil Travel
Guide. The restuarant opens at
5 p.m. Wednesday t hrough Sun·
day until Dec. 31 when it closes
for the winter. The Brass
Lantern is located on Highway
68oft' of Highway 641 North.
The fall eeason at Adsmore
Patt i's 1880's restaurant ia
runs until Nov. 11 and will
reopen Nov. 13 with the house famous for t heir two-inch thick
decorated for Christmas. charbroiled pork chops ,
Adsmore is open Sunday from homemade pies and flower-pot
1:30 until 4 p.m. and Tueeday bread with whipped strawberry
through Saturday from 11 a.m. but ter. The restu arant is
until 4 p.m. It is closed Mon- located on Main Street in Grand
days. Admission at the bouse ia Rivers a nd is open from 10:30
$3 for adults and children under a.m. until 9 p.m. daily.
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NAME:

Marquietta Adkisson
CLASS:

Freshman
MAJ OR:

Undeclared
H OMETOWN:

Trecevant, Tenn.
MY FAVORITE THING ABOUT MSU:

"I like the student center. It Is a good place to meet
people and to study.'
IF I COULD CHANGE ONE THING AT IISU:

"I wish Springer HaD wasn't justfor freshmen."

Greeks tee-off for Smith
in mini-golf fundraiser
By SHAWN LOCKMAN

----------------- - - --- - ----- -- ------~

I
2 for $5.99
:
IALL-YOU-CAN-EAT LUNCH BUFFETS I
~
Monday-Saturday, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
I
1
I

4ib

Sunday, noon-2 p.m

1

coupon when ordariDg - Good today throusl! Oct. 3l

I,

!__ __• ~~--Brl'!_g__a _Friend__6!~--~
or
-----------------------------------2 for $6.99
-:·
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT DINNER BUF'FETSl
Monday-Sunday, 5:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

"

Must resent coupon when ordering - Good today tbroug4 Oct. 3l

• ua·

Staff Writer

First there was the campus·
wide selling of popcorn. Then
there was the Alpha Sigma
Alpha dunking booth. Now
another organization has
followed in line to help raise
money for Murray State
University student Carrie
Smith.
Smith was in an automobile
accident in September and suffered paralysis from the waist
down as a result of injuries from
the accident.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
and Alpha Delta Pi sorority
held a mini-golf game fundraiser on OCt. 10.
·
Participants raised money by
having sponaor.a pay them a certain amount of money per bole
played.
The event was held at
Sullivan's Par-Three golf course
and lasted for almost two hours.
Aaron Christ, secretary of Pi
Kappa Alpha and coordinator of
the event said almost $2,000
was raised.
Christ said Pi Kappa Alpha
was looking for a way to help
out Smith.

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for $6.69 Dinner Buffet

Bring a Friend •

------------------------------------

l
I

1

Dine-In, Pick-up or FREE Delivery
Carrie Smith

Chestnut Street

"She was a little sister of
Pikes and we t hought it would
be nice to help out with t he bills
and other costs," he said.
Smith is currently hospitalized at the St. John's Medical
Center in St. Louis, Mo., and
has begun physical therapy.
F riends said her condition is
improving, and she is planning
to return to Murray State in the
spring of 1991 and continue her
education.

'753-6656
"One or the year' s ten
best. Steven Splelber&
weaves a fantasy for
lovers, a romance that
salts alone on a win& and
a prayer."
-Patrick Stone, PBS
"Steven Splelbara'• flnat
achlenment. ALWAYS b
deeply felt a.d areatJy
•o•laa...a bruktllroaall
mo•le. On of the year's
tea but."
-David Kehn, CHICAGO
TRIBUNE
"ALWAYS Ia rreat. lt'a
pare pleasure willa a
WODdt rflll cut. Tllat
Splelbera toud1 b
~rfect.
You'll remember
tills aem always. •
-Eleanor Ringel,
ATLANTA JOURNAL
CONSTITUfiON
" You' re aolna to love tills
mo•le! Romance. duaer
and fan tasy: ALWAYS bu
It all. It'• the best love
stor y or tbe year!"
-Peter Goddard, TORONTO
ST AR

~

~

Oct. 24
Curris Center Theater

./ibn,a
~

*Bring a canned good for Project Food Harvest•
SPECIAL PRICES
WITH A CANNED

GOOD:
3:30 p.m. - 50¢
7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. - $1

Prices without a canned good:
3:30p.m. • all tickets $1
7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.- tickets $1.50
withMSUID
$2.50 without MSU ID
All times subject to change.
Funded by SGA

)
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National Alcohol AwareneSs Week wan
Week brings
awareness
to campus
By AMY HELM
Staff Writef'

In response to the need
for knowledge about
alcohol use, Murray State
University is par ticipating in the National
Collegiate Alcohol
Awarene88 Week.
" Know When to Say
When" is the slogan for
the 1990 National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week, Oct.
14-20.
" National Collegiate
Alcohol Awarene88 Week
was set forth a few years
ago to make the campus
more aware of alcohol use,
drinkitig responsibilities,
designated drivers and
when to stop drinking,"
said Bridget Stuart, staff
nurse at student health
services, and the coordinator of the NCAAW.
Judy Lyle, staff nurse at
student health services,
said NCAAW is held to
educate the students. In
observance of this week,
sbldents are asked to
participate.
In corijunction with the
National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week,
the Inter-Association •
Task Force and Anheuser·
Busch will award $20,000
in scholarships. Thirty
students will r eceive
recognition for their winning designs in the
" Know When to Say
When" poster contest.
The deadline for entering
, the contest is Nov. 30.

Use of fake IDs brings
various consequences
By LEIGH LANDINI
Assistant New. Editor
Underage students thinking about getting a fake
to go "South" to purchase
alcohol or drink at the many
establishments may be in for a big
surprise.
Currently, poeaesaion of a fake identification in Tennessee is a felony. In Kentucky, possession is a class A misdemeanor, Calloway County Attorney David
Harrington said.
He said a fake driver's license coald be
prosecuted as a class D felony.
"I think a good argument could be made
that it could be considered a felony," he
said.
Establishments in Puryear, Tenn., commonly referred to as "South," are trying
to discourage underage persons from using a fake m to purchase alcohol.
Adam Diamont, a bartender at Kat Man
Doo and a senior economics m~or from
Pbilidelphia, said the establishment had
some problems with fake ID use for a
while when he fll'flt started working more
than two years ago.
Diamont said the problem is not as
much altered IDs as it is fake IDs which
can be made by a variety of methods. One
of these is taking a life-size board and scaling it down.
Jackie Looney, an employee of Lakeway
Package Store in Paris, Tenn., said the
store has encountered several problems
with people trying to use fake IDs to purchase alcohol. She said often times people
will try to use a military ID or say they
left their driver's license in Murray or
Martin, Tenn.
"We don't accept any military IDs at
all,' ' she said. "We take nothing but a
driver's license which must be valid with
an expiration date and a picture."
Robert Danielson, manager of the Big
Apple in Puryear, Tenn., said the Big Apple is mainly a restaurant, but does serve
alcohol. He said usually the fake ID problem is a borrowed ID, but the restaurant
checks the IDs of all patrons.

m

............

Bartenders and party store clerks in
Puryear and Paris, Tenn., said they can
spot fake IDs.
Diamont said he could detect a fake ID
by the seal on the license because it is the
hardest part to duplicate correctly and
said he has an advantage because he
knows what licen.&ell from Pennsylvania,
New York and New Jersey are supposed
to look like.
Looney said many of the IDs are obvious
and many try to use out-of-state licenses.
" What we really go by is the picture and
the expiration. If there are questions,
there is no sale," she said.
Looney said most of the attempts to use
fake IDs occur on the weekend, usually
Friday or Saturday nights.
Besides the legal consequences of being
caught with a fake ID, there are other consequences such as the liability of the
establishment and how a criminal offense
is perceived by potential employers.
Looney said if an underage person
bought alcohol at the store and had a
wreck, the store could be held liable and
could be closed. Also, the employee who
sold alcohol to the underage person could
be fired, she said.
"The major consequence of a student
getting caueht even as noted as a misdemeanor - it goes on your record," Diamont said. "It looks very bad."
One way Kat Man Doo deters fake ID
use is to card every patron and give attention to the drive-through, Diamont said.
Both Kat Man Doo and the Big Apple
serve food and underage people are allowed in during certain hours.
Diamont said those who are underage
can get in to eat.
~anielson said the Big Apple allows
mmors to eat there, but they should be out
of the establishment by 9 p.m. and food is
not served after 9:30 p.m.
Fake ID use is a problem, but not as
much as it has been in the past, said Ann
Wilson, Calloway County district and cir·
cuit court clerk.
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"It's not as bad as it used to
be. Everyone is beginning to
wise up. I do not have as many
(cases) as I've bad in the past,"
she said.
" It's a catch 22, who do you
charge? The one who faked it or
the one who used another date
of birth and Social Security
number,'' Wilson said.
One way of getting a fake ID
has been to use another person's birthdate and Social
Security number to get another
ID made, Wilson said.

"The people who
birth certificates
Security cards 1
themselves up for
Wilson said.
Wilson said one
liability such as ifborrowed an ID
tickets, it would co
the person who loa
not the person w~
the ID.
Wilson said if a 1
up a false name, he!
be charged with
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s students to 'know when to say when'
High number of DUis
create local problems
By HANK DREW
Staff Writer

Alcohol is a very dangerous drug and
when combined with driving it becomes a
dangerous activity that baa caused many
fatalities and if\iuries across the United
States.
Calloway County is no exception.
Calloway County court records indicate
that 209 people have been arrested for
driving under the influence of alcohol
since the beginning of this year.
Calloway County Sheriff J. D. Williams
said DUI's are a big problem in this area.
"I am not sure about other counties, but
DUI's are a pretty good problem here in
Calloway County," Williams said.
"There is not very much you can do
about it," he said. "About all that you can
do is sit on the side of the road down
'south' and wait for someone to come
along that you think may be drunk."
''Sometimes we take out a radar and
clock drivers," Williams said. "When you
pull over speeders if they are drunk you
can usually smell alcohol on them."
Chuck Robertson, public affairs officer
for the Kentucky State Police, said the
state police post in Mayfield baa between
100 and 130 DUI's a month.
"DUI's are most definitely a big problem," Robertson said. "Fifty percent of
all traffic fatalities are DUI related.
are loaning
and Social
re sethng
problems,"
problem is
person who
~ts traffic
unt against
ned the ID,
o borrowed
enon made
or she could
llt!ry.

Tips to follow
when drinking
• Umlt the amount you drink
•

"There were 60,000 traffic fatalities in
1989 and half ofthoae involved DUI's," he
said.
Robertson aaid 1989 was the f~.rst
decline in the amount of traffic fatalities
involving DUI's.
"The fact that more people are using
seat belts is one of the causes of the
decline," Robertson aaid. "Another factor
that is lowering the amount of traffic
fatalities is the increased law
enforcement."
Robertson also said the use of
roadblocks and field sobriety test is very
effective in curtailing the amount of
DUI's.
"We set up roadblocks one time and in
about 45 minutes we had arrested five
people for DUI," he said.
Robertson said society's acceptance of
alcohol use is the reason why DUI's rates
are so high.
"Society has accepted the uae of
alcohol," Robertson said. "Alcohol is a
drug and is the most abused drug in our
society."
"I think that our society is awakening to
the fact that alcohol is a drug," Robertson
said.
"One thing that the drinker needs to
remember is that you do not have to be
dog drunk to have impaired driving
abilities," Robertson aaid. "All it takes is
one drink."

Sip drtnka alowty

• Space your drlnka
•

Eat heavy meaJa or dairy
products befora or while

drinking. (These foods
alow down alcohol
ablofptlon.)
• AYOkf Nlty foods (Such
u aaltld nuts or popcorn)
that make you more"thiraty.

• Drink diluted alcohoOc
beverages - beer, wine and
"' - rather than
mixed drinks
•atra~ght ahotl:
• Avoid catbonated mlxent
or epattdlng wlnea - they
speed the alcohol in your
blood stream.
• Avoid •tp~k8cf' pmch and

other drinks containing
unknown amounts of
alcohol.
• Know when to say when.
Source BRmGET STUART

SGA extends designated driver cards to Paducah
By AMY HELM
Staff Writer

The Student Government
Association has developed a
program to make students
more aware of the responsibilities involved with the
consumption of alcohol.
The designated driver card

program is mainly centered
around the Greek organizations on campus. The presi·
dent of each organization is
issued 3 cards. These cards
muat be cheeked out. from the
organization president when
needed.
Anytime a group within the
organizations decides to go

where there will be alcohol
served, a driver is designated.
This person will get possession
of the card. When t.he group
reaches the desination, the
card holder will present it to
the business owners, and he
will be served free soft drinks
for the duration of the group's
stay.

Last year, the program was
centered around the Tennessee area. This year, SGA
decided that it was a good idea
to expand the program.
Tracy Owen, SGA senator,
was responsible for checking
with certain locations to get
the program extended this
year to locations in Paducah.

"People like to go to
Paducah to eat and drink. We
want to promote designated
driving and keep the people
safe. We can't regulate drinking, but we can regulate the
safety of the individuals. We
want to make sure that our
people get home safely," Owen
aaid.

We're looking for seniors who like
working with an kinds ofhardware.
Careers in data processing, accounting, actuarial, and auditing at State Fann.
At State Farm, we understand the concept of"work:' Believe it or not, we also understand the
concept of"play:•
Thats because we don't think you can be reallY outstanding at the first without having an
appreciation for the second. W'hich is exactly why a career at State Farm in Bloomington could be the
ideal place for you.
'\ou'U work foroneofthe countiys m~trespect.ed companies on the most advanced computer
equipment in the industry. \bu'U be challenged and stimulated. '\ou'U be rewarded \\ith excellent pay
and benefits. )bu'll make your classmates very envious.
\\'hats more, you'll also have time to appreciate the finer things in life. Thats because Bloomington isn't just. a gi-eat place to start a career, its a great place to live, to enjoy, to start a f~ (if,
indeecl, you're ready to start thinking about that). In addition to the communitys pleasant netghborhoods, inviting parks, and other recreational facilities, you'll fmd two universities that offer a hast of
cultural and social activities to take advantage of.
Stale .('ann
r.
Ifyou're a serllOf with a math, accounting, data processing, lfAll f AIM
or computer scier.ce background, come talk to us at your
...a.._
college placement office. We're looking for people who are . .
motivated and OUtgoing. Poople Who enjoy challenges 00 the
IIUYIAMC~
mpaDles
job - and away from il After all, you're not just looking for a Home OfrJCeS: Bloomington Dlinois.
great job. You're looking for a great way oflife.
An equal oppMunity em~

Insurance
Co
.

. ......... ,.

--------

-
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Bazaar teactles 'stud-en-is, corri-riiunity .
about diverse international cultures
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Staff Writer

Visiting a foreign country can
be exciting. 'rhe differences in

food, customs and expressions
give the visitor a larger view of
how other people live and
possibly make him think of his
own culture in a different light.
Many people, however, can
not afford to travel. Murray
State University's Interns·
tional Student Organization
gives people a chance every
year to learn about different
cultures without the worries
and costs of a long trip.
The International Bazaar is a
collaborative effort of most of
the international students to
display different items from
their countries. This year's
Bazaar was held in the Currie
Center on Oct. 10. Thirty-five
countries were represented.
"The purpose of the Bazaar is
to familiarize people with these
countries and to introduce them
to the international students,"
said Celia Wall, acting director
for the Center for International
Studies. ·
"Every year students are ask·
ed to bring things from their
countries," she said.
Ruth Jackson, international
student advisor, said the
Bazaar widens the cultural
diversity of the university and
allows the international
students a chance to share in·
formation about their home
countries. It eases the tension a
student may feel from being
~.ooo or 3,000 miles from home.
~<rt gives the students a

·- ... ... .
WITH THIS COUPON

14K GOLD HERRINGBONE
OR ROPE 18" CHAIN &
BRACELET
ONLY

$99

/

'J{ew

!J{ong f}(png
1?.!staurant
Open 7 aays a wee!(
Sunday · 7ritfay 11 a.m. - 9:30p.m
Saturtfay 4:30p.m. · 9:30p.m.
Luncneon Special
Montfay · 7ric£ay
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
$3.10p{us~
Photo by REBECCA COGAN

Jamll• AI-Kubatl, a freshman library science major from Yemen,
we•rs the traditional drees of her country.
chance to talk about home," she
said.
One of the highlights of the
Bazaar was when Charlene
Kurth, 1 wife of Murray State

_president Ronald Kurth, par·
ticipated in the Soviet Union
display.

Suntfay tJJuffet
11 a.m. · 2 p.m.
$5.75 p{us ta~

Catering mu.tings, 'Wetfaing parties
ana '13anquets upon reqtU.St.
Jit{so avaiCaD{e carry-outs.
Call 753-4488
1-fwy. 641 'J{prtfr., !Murray

See BAZAAR
Page 18

....

!J-{omecoming
Oct. 25-27
Parade .9:30 a.m.
Pregame Activities 2 p.m.
Football Game 2:30 p.m.
,. ----- .
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in tfie MS'll :Homecoming
Qjleen 'Efection.S
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Phillip Bryan, a senior business administration major from Murray, earned the 1990 Mr. MSU title
at Alpha Omicron PI sorority's tenth annual pageant. Bryan performed a comedy routine titled
"Things That Only Happen at Murray State" during the talent portion of the pageant.

YL(plia 'lJe[ta Pi is so
proud ofyou, j(ate!

Mr. MSU uses comedy
t~ earn special win, title
By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer

Some say laughter is the best
medicine. F01· Phillip Bryan, a
senior business admianistration
major from Murray, it was the
key to success at the lOth Annual Mr. MSU Pageant last Fri·
day night.
"Things that only happen at
Murray State" was the title of
the comedy routine that helped
Bryan win the title of Mr. MSU
1990.
Bryan said the decision to do a
comedy routine . was not
difficult.
''My t alent was sort of
limited," Bryan said. "I didn't
want to do anything serious; I
just wanted to have fun."
Bryan recruited two comedy·
loving faculty members: Phil
Bryan, his fathea· and dean of
a dm iss ion s, and Robert

McGaughey, chairman of the
college of Journalism and
radio/elevision, to help him
make up the routine.
"We got together and tossed
around some ideas," Bryan
said. "1 thought it (a comedy
routine) would be fun to do."
Bryan also received some
moral support from his sister
Amy Bryan, who was master of
ceremonies for the pageant. She
is a Murray State graduate and
a television reporter.
"When I won it was that
mucli more special because she
was there on stage to share it
with as soon as it happened,"
Bryan said.
Eric Braun, an accounting
major from Houston, Texas, was
first runner-up and Lee
Sanders, music education major
from Metropolis, 111., was sec ond runner - up . Brian

Wilmurth, from Sikeston, Mo.,
won the " Crowd Appeal
Award."
The p3geant was sponsored by
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority .
Melissa Fisher, AOPi treasurer,
said the sorority raised $3,800
for the Arthritis Research
Foundation from pageant ticket
sales.
"About 800 people attended
the pageant," Fisher said.
"This was the tenth anniversary of the pageant and each
year we've gone up in attendance and profit."
Bryan said the pageant was
not as competitive as female
beauty pageants and that the
important thing was not winn·
ing, but having a good time.
" Everyone really got to know
each other,'' Bryan said. "We
spent a lot of time joking
around and talking about going
"South" when it was all over."

Head
First To
Judy's &
Shere's
for the latest hair and
nail fashions.
Cosmetologists:
Judy
Cindy
Shere
Gary
Rosetta
Rayann *
Nail Technician

Monday-Saturday

~Homecoming 1990 1'
Make your Homecoming p)ans early •.• .
reserve your spot at

0

Tropical

Sno
at

304Maple

Monday 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Tuesday - Friday 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday 4 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Closed Sunday
(Opening Oct. 27 at 11 a.m.)

,

101 N. 15th St.
(15 t h a n d Main)
753-0124

)
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Frats unite iri ·joirl t blood ..drive
By PATRICIA CASH
Staff Writer

Being a part of a Greek
organization at Murray State
might mean spending a lot of
time helping the community.
Many Greeks said they do community eervice work in order to
make a difference.
Such a eervice is the joint
blood drive between the Sigma
Chi and Pi Kappa Alpha fraternities on Oct. 24 in the Curris
Center Ballroom.
The joint effort began last
semester when Sigma Chi
members were looking for a
community sei-vice project, said
Jim Ray, head of public relations for Sigma Chi.
"The Red Cross said there
was a shortage of blood in this

area so we decided to make
donating our project," he said
A traveling trophy will be
presented by Dennison-Hunt to
the fraternity that has the
highest percentage of membership contributing, Ray said. It
is a one-foot silver cup reeo~ing the name of the fraternity
which took top honors in the
last blood drive.
Last semester, the Sigma
Chis donated 38 pints and Pi
Kappa Alpha members donated
18. We expect the contribution
to be lot higher this semeater,
Ray said. The goal for this
semester is 80 pints.
"We're here to do positive
things for the community,"
Ray said. "We feel it is more important ·to donate blood than
money, Blood can actually save
a life."
The Red Cross will be set up

in the Curris Center Ballroom
on Oct. 24 and 25.
The reason behind making it
a joint effort with Pi Kappa
Alpha was that these two
fraternities were originally one.
The split forming two separate
ones, he said.
"Since we are the oldest two
fraternities on Murray State's
campus, we wanted to set an example for everyone else," Ray
said. "Hopefully, other Craternities and sororities will want
to get involved."
Those who can contribute in
• the name of the fraternities inelude both pledges and active
members.
"Through our double efforts,
we can do more for the Red
Cross than ifjust one ofua chose
this as our project," said Brian
Chandler, Pi Kappa Alpha
president.

Sheila Clendenon started
walking to tone up her body
three years ago and baa continued to walk at least two
miles a day.
"I usually walk three miles
every day," she said.
"Somedays, I only walk about
two, but the next day, I make up
for it.
"It keeps the heart rate up
and walking helps burn fat, but
it doesn't bulk you up."
Clendenon said the longer
and faster a person walks, the
greater the physical benifits.
Plus, she said, walking helps
her relax after a hard day.

"It's a nice way to relax. 1
usually listen to my headphones when I'm walking and
it's kind of peaceful."
Aerobics is Melanie Spann's
favorite way to stay in shape.
Spann, a senior rehabilitation
m~or from McKenzie, Tenn.,
became involved in aerobics in
high school when she and her
friends bought a book and tape
on how to aerobicize.
"I started my freshman year
in high school and I heard about
it from some of my friends, so
we bought a book and tape on
how to do aerobics," she said.
"Now, I have a video tape and I
work out in my dorm room.

/

FITNESS
Continued from Page 11

"Most people look for the
philosophy, the art, the mystery
and the self-defense. Seldom did
people want to take tae kwan do
to get fit," Dinh said.
"What happened was we
changed the attitude around, in
order to teach a student to be fit
before teaching the self-defense
part."
Taking part in a physical
fitness program does not mean
you have to join a gym or class.
Many people choose to exercise
alone. Simple aerobics, running, jumping, biking or walking
are excellent ways to stay in
shape and they can be done on
an individual basis.

BAZAAR
Continued from Page 16

"The Rtudents were excited
about it,'' Jackson said.
Rosibel Salgado, a senior
home economics major from
Honduras, said the orientation
she had before she came to the
United States told her to bring
traditional items with her. Her
display inrluded a red, orange
and green traditinnal dre<~R and
brown sandals called caites. The
outfit is worn on holidays and
for dancing.
Shut Lee, a junior art m~or
from England, and Paul

Morgan, a junior English and
American literature m~or also
from England, displayed pictures of different places in their
country. They also gave out information about their school,
Sunderland Polytechnic, which
Lee said has nearly the same
number of people and fewer
residence halls . Lee and
Morgan are participating in a
direct exchange program with
Murray State.
"We have a deep commitment
to the department, so we decided to display," Morgan said.

Lee said she misses some of
the comforts of home.

"We miss the bar on campus.
pubs and all the fresh food we
can get,'' she said.
This year's Bazaar had one
tragedy. Three students had
some of their display items
stolen. Jackson said she does
not think the theft will have a
bearing on whether or not there
will be a Bazaar next year, but
it might have a bearing on what
items the students will choose
to display in the future.

Factory
Discount Shoes
16th& Main
(Next to the A T!l House)
753-9419

TRETORN
~Knights

of Colombus

wish to thank the
Brothers :of Pi Kappa Alpha
and the
Student Alumni Association
(especially William Guy)

for their assistance in our Annual
Tootsie Roll Drive.
With your assistance, we were able to raise
$3521.12 for the mentally handicapped.

......
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Ladies'
Canvas

$27.95

Ladies'
Leather

$36.95

Men's
Canvas

$29.95

Men's
Leather

$ 3 6 •9 5

EASTLAND
LADIES'
MEN'S

$32.95
$35 ~ 95
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Dancer brings life experiences to her art
By AMY LEAR
Assistant Campus life Editor
D~cing involves the perfection of movements and form,
but it is much more. It is an
art form that is brought to life
with energy and spirit.
Rosemary Fletcher, artistic
director of the Murray State
University Dance Company
and a visiting guest artist of
dance, has breathed life into
the dance program which now
includes more than 35
members.
Fletcher worked at several
different jobs before coming to
Murray State two years ago.
She worked in criminology,
social work, rehabilitl;ltion
and traveled extensively.
"All these things you bring
to your art and infuse it with
meaning," she said. "I ask a
lot of them (students). They
have to draw on their own life
experiences to make dance
alive.
"I don't want to just see
good technique and
mechanics. I want to see
dance that excites me," she
said.
Fletcher grew up in New
Jersey, 20 miles from
Manhattan. where she began
taking dance lessons from a
New York teacher twice a
week.
"I had gotten involved in
taking nute lessons but
thought what else would I
like to do," she said. "I always

enjoyed social dancing at
school, but I felt like a clutz
and wanted to work on the
grace and flexibility of
dance."
Fletcher said she did not
begin dancing with the dream
that she would become a
famous dancer.
"I took it one step at a time
and became completely absorbed and did not think how
will I make a living," she
said.
Dancing was something for
which she had a passionate
drive, she said.
"I felt so intensely that I
knew all parts would work
out as far as jobs were concerned," she said.
In 1979, while studying
liberal arts at Western
Washington University, the
pieces began to come
together, she said. She and
four other performers formed
a group that toured
throughout Seattle and still
perform together. Last May,
three of them completed a
tour in Mexico, Fletcher said.
After graduating from
Western Washington University in 1986, Fletcher tau.ght
at Bellingham Academy for
Performing Arts in
Washington for two years until deciding to pursue a
master's degree at Arizona
State University. While continuing to study dance, Fletcher toured in Japan in the
summer of 1986.

Fletcher said dance provides her with challenges.
"It is a challege of athletics,
of the mind and body including concentration," she
said.
It is also the challenge of interpretation, she said.
Fletcher came to Murray
State from San Fransico
where she worked at a
number of different jobs using
dance, including creative
rehabilitation for a chemical
dependency program, creative
movement for learning disabled children in elementary
schools ancl artistically
teaching dance in private
studios and fitness clubs.
"I wanted to come back to
academia and began applying
at universities," she said.
"I wanted to be at a place
where I could focus my ar·
tistic energy together with
others," Fletcher said.
At universities, you can collaborate with artists to create
sets, the music department
and multi-media staffs, she
said.
Fletcher said she chose Kentucky because she wanted a
place with more authenticity
and where style was not constrained by current fads.
"In San Francisco, the hippness became redundant," she
said. "The absurd lost its absurdity because it became the
norm."

)

Photo by Trem Redmond

Rosemary Fletcher, artistic director for the Murray State
Dance Company, has brought energy to the dance program.

International awareness
'Cinema' offers insight to new cultures
By AMY HELM
Staff Writer

'It exposes students to
what is going on in the
rest of the world including the United
States.'

With the emphasis being placed on being a "well-rounded"
person, foreign culture bas
become an important part ofour
society.
-Waag
In response to this demand, a
program was created to expose
Murray State University students to the past," Waag
students, faculty, staff and the said.
The university gets the
community to a wide variety of
movies from distributors
foreign culture~;~.
throughout the country.
"We try to bring in the very
Cinema International, a free
series of international feature best. At the beginning of each
films, is present-ed in the Curris semester, we like to bring in a
Center Theater at 7:30p.m. on catchy movie. Two of the most
popular were Harder They
Thursday evenings.
Come and Rockers. One of the
It is sponsored by the Cinema movies, Bagdad Cafe, on Oct.
International Society, Center 11, had never been seen before
for International Programs, in this area," Waag said.
University Center Board,
Dr. Bill Lalicker, a professor
departments of English, history in the department of English.
and foreign languages, College said he is highly in favor of the
of Humanistic Studies and the series.
Of:'fice of Student Affaire.
"After all, we should become
acquainted
with a broad range
Dr. Michael Waag, a professor
in the foreign language depart- of ideas," Lalicker said.
ment, formally began the pro- "Foreign culture and values are
presented in the shows.
gram about four years ago.
"It is a little different kind of
"I believe that Cinema Inter- movie and it provides a chance
national is very helpful to the for students to judge movies on
community. It exposes students a different basis."
to what is going on in the rest of
One of the upcoming movies is
the world including the United a Brazilian comedy titled Dona
States. It also exposes the Flora and Her Two Husbands.

It will debut on Thursday.
Another movie is Diabolique, a
French horror movie to be
shown on Oct. 25.
"We try to show interesting
movies on the holidays. We
have shown CurseoftheDemon,
Little Shop of Horrors and
Casablanca. Diabolique is our
Halloween show," Waag said.
Amy Pickard, a freshman
public relations major from
Madisonville, has seen one of
the movies.
"I saw Jean de Florette and it
was very educational on a
cultural level. My French 301
teacher told me about the program and I have seen several
posters about them. The movie
helped me to strengthen my
language skills,'' Pickard said.
The films are subtitled in
English.
"Our films are in foreign
languages, but they are always
subtitled in English. They are
never dubbed because they are
in the natural language in
which they were originally produced,'' Waag said.
Kim Atkins, an art graduate
student from Tennessee, has
seen several of the films.
"I've seen Jean de Florette,
The Return of Martin Guiere
and Danton to name a few. I
thought they were excellent.

"I ftrst became aware of the
program through a friend who
was a French mlijor. The exposure to different cultures,
lives and environments are all a
part of the program," Atkins
said.
Jennifer Wright, a freshman
mathematics major from Greenville and Jacki Lingle, a
freshman business administra·
tion mlijor from McClure, TIL,
said they agree on the merit of
the films.
"We saw Wings of Desire. The
films make the viewers more
aware of other cultures and
show the difference between
foreign and American films,"
Lingle said.
"The times that I have attended, there has been a pretty good
crowd with roughly 50 to 100
viewers.
"The students in my classes
give short reviews about the
movies if they have seen them
prior to the MSU showing.
Everyone seems interested,''
Lalicker said.
This semester, Cinema International has shown
Quadrophenia, Jean de Florette,
Wings of Desire, Red Sorghum,
Bicycle Thieves and Bagdad
Cafe.

Huge concert
raises funds
Twenty " mon s ter"
pianos resounded through
Lovett Auditorium at the
Monster Piano Concert
held on Thursday, Oct. 18.
Sponored by the Student Chapter of the Kentucky Music Teachers
Association, the concert
had 139 participants of all
ages. The participants
dressed in Halloween
costumes, and the audience was invited to
dress up as well.
Because not all of the
139 participants could
play at one time, the concert was divided into
levels with each level having a conductor. The conductors were: level 1,
Stephen Brown; level 2,
Dennis Johnson; level 3,
Raymond Conklin; level
4, Dr. Roger Reichmuth
and level 5, Dr. Steven
Michelson.
The project is the big·
gest fundraiser for the
Student Chapter of the
Kentucky Music Teachers
Association. The money
generated by the concert
supports some of the student group's projects,
such as. scholarships for
students in the music
department.
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Actors, set enliven 'Tempest' production
As the popular saying goes,
"you cannot keep track of the
players without a scorecard.''
With Shakespeare's The
Tempest, you almost need a plot
synopsis to keep track of the
story. Luckily, Murray State
University Theatre provided
one in the programR for their re·
cent production at the Robert E.
Joh ns on Theatre of
Shakespeare's final play.
Most of the dialogue in The
Tempest does not translate well
to this generation with its long.
wind edness . Within this
dialogue, however, is a simple
and entertaining story.
Prospero <Kevin Wheet) is a
Duke of Milan. He and his

relief that eventually brings
The Tempest to life.
The second act is far better
than the first. as all loose plot
plans and gets ready strings are neatly tied up and
everybody gets their just
accordingly.
desserts.
The Tempest is at its slowest
Scenery constroction deserves
and least interesting when it some credit for making The
focuses on Prospero or Antonio.
Tempest interesting. The ship
The actors in those roles do a
set at the beginning, complete
He creates a thunderstorm good job, but the story at first
with large sail and steenng
that shipwrecks Antonio, the seems weighed down. .
wheel, is both simple and
King and their party on Pro·
It is not until scene four of act realistic.
spero's island.
Unlike their production of
one, when Trinculo, the jester
With help from Ariel, a multi- <Rob Phillips) and Stephano, the Romeo and Juliet, which used a
part spirit (Jonas Cowan, Tif· drunk butler CDavid Shelton) Shakespeare-style. bare-bones
fany CQOper, Letitia Usher, join Caliban, the savage and set, MSU Theatre used a slight·
Todd Hall and Dana Hanna) deformed slave (Kyle Mills) on ly more elaborate island set for
Prospero learns of everyone's the island. They are the comic The Tempest.

daughter, Miranda (Deborah
Benningfield) were banished to
a Mediterranean island by his
brother, Antonio (Carl Howes)
and Alonso, the King of Naples
(Chris Ainsworth).
This "vacation" has given
Prospero plenty of time to study
magic and plan his revenge on
those who wronged him.

The set, complete with Prospero's bouse and a moveable
roek to symbolize different
places on the island, adds a
degree of realism to the play.
Performances were also good.
The five facets of Ariel were
great in both movement and
verse. Mills. Phillips and
Shelton came off as the
Shakespeare an " Thre~
Stooges" in both physical and
verbal aspects. They stole the
show with their -performances.

Be warned. The Tempest is
not. for all tastes, but MSU
Theatre still did a great job of
bringing it to Murray State.
-Jon Futrell

'Always' lacks heart of true romance film

1
h
th.
f
a so as ~orne . htngD 0 . a
romanceH gomg
(H
te wtt
f B ormda
ad
0 11Y
un r 0
ro cast
News), a would be pilot. They
care for each other but he never
all tell h h. •
h
re Y
s er e 1oves er.
During another round of
fighting fires from the skies,
While Ghost was a surprise Pete saves his buddy, A1 (John
bit at the box office, Always was Goodman
of Sea of Loue) only to
a surprise disappointment, have his own plane explode.
which is amazing for a
Spielberg film. Still, there are Afterward, he learns from an
some good things about this angel (Audrey Hepburn in a
film
"special appearance") that he is
dead and must now guide
Richard Dreyfuss stars as another young pilot named Ted
Pete, a daredevil pilot fighting (.Brad Johnson) to greatness
forest fires in the northwest. He from beyond.

After all the talk about Ghost
. Steven
1ast summer, watchmg
S · lbe •
h stl
rite I r{~m!to y Afomanc~
orne as . C tmaTs,h wtayst,his~
the urns en er ea er
Wednesday might seem
f 1" ct"
an tc tma tc.

REVIEW
The audience sees Pete but
none of the cast can once htl is
dead. The cast, however, hears
him as a little voice inside their
h d N
ea s. one of them knows this
·
t
b th
f h ·
voice o e
at o t etr
departed friend.
If this sounds confusing, well,
it is, sometimes. There ar~
moments when you think Al,
Dorinda and Ted are respon·
ding to Pete's ghost but you are
never really sure.
Also, this ftlm ia supposed to

be about tho romance between
Pete and Dorinda, but I never
rea11Y bel'teved the romance to
b ·
'th
~n wt .
. 'I
b dd~Y seehm mofre stmdt arh to
u tes w o goo aroun t an
real romantics. Even in their
bedr
·hb
one
oom scene wtt oth of
~em ~live, they went for one·
lmers Instead of love.
Th~ best thin~ about 4lways,
as wtth most Sptelberg ptctures,
is the visuals . The northwestern scen~ry looks abso~utely , beautiful through
Sptelberg s eye.
Also, Spielberg is not afraid to
use the full wide theater screen
for a canvas. It is no wonder
why he champions the cause of

letterboxing the process of putting a whol~ theater picture on
·
a TV screen. How Always wtll
look on the. big but not
theatrically wtde screen of ~he
Curris Center Theater remams
to be seen.
Always is based on the
Spencer Tracy film A Guy Nam·
ed Toe a film Spt'elberg had
fJ'
always•wanted to remake.
He should have taken a hint
from remakes of Lost Horizon
and King Kong. Remakes are
rarely as good as the original
product, if good at all. Always
has the look but, alas, not the
heart for a great screen
romance.
-Jon Futrell
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Phillip Bryan
1990Mr. MSU
1st Runner-up: Eric Braun
2nd Runner-up: Lee Sanders
Crowd Appeal: Brian Wllmurth
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Karesa Knight

Jenny Bledsoe

Julie Luse

Emily Brown

Beth Pike

Erin Coffman

Jennifer Plocher

Mischelle Cox

and a great job done by

the other contestants.
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'Thete Will be no laying
down, no: qellttltJg. It's
a ,.,., ol pride. '

-Mahoney

LAST WEEK:

Eatem Kentucky 42, M8U 0.

Nol1hem..,. 85, M r • IIIII 0.
LA8T MaTING: Thllll the first rnaetlng be1we• the
two lahooll.
RECORDS:
MSU 1-5 (G-21n OVC), NDrtMm
. . . 4-3..

SERIES:
SITI:

KICKOPPI
QUICK

1:05p.m. CST.

PACTe:

,_
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Faris, students should think
twice before criticizing team

753-892 6

While I was leaving Roy
Stewart Stadium after last
Saturday's 42-0 defeat to
Eastern Kentucky, I noticed
two students wearing New
Orleans "Ain'ts" bags over
their heads to show their
dismay over the Racer football
team's season-long struggle.
What bothered me was not
the fans reactions to the Racers'
horrid start, but that -students,
who probably cannot name
three starters for MSU, have
the nerve to criticize a team
that received miniscule support
when it was successful.
The Racers are no longer in
the chase for the OVC title, nor
is it likely that they will have a
winning season, but when a
team, made up of students,
back injury and had to leave
plays as hard as it did Saturday,
SPORTS COMMI!Nl'Aft last Saturday's game with
it is in very poor taste to make
another injury. Sure most of the
•
fun of them.
Mike
players are on scholarships, but
Collegiate sports, especially
Paduano
Miller
was a walk-on who earnfootball and basketball, are
ed his scholarship through hard
much different than other acwork and toughness.
tivities on campus. While top
Danny Amato will finish his
students are lauded for their accareer
as one of the gt:'eatest
coaches
and
players.
But
those
complishments, average or poor
students are not publicly fans who go to the games, sit Racers ever, but the student·
ridiculed. When a professor there and talk to their friends, fans applaud his efforts with a
gives back a failing exam does or not even shoW·UP at all, have bag.
he put a bag on his head? Do the no idea what or who they
Just remember that the
other students in the class call criticize.
players out on the field are
Are you one of the many that students and that they work as
for your parents resignations?
Of course not, but when a foot. makes remarks about how bad hard, or harder at what they are
ball team is beaten or embar· the football team is, but have doing than anyone else atMSU.
rassed, everyone on campus never showed up at a game,
never listened to a game on the
knows.
Mike Paduarzo, a senior jourFans that go to the games, radio?
suppot·t lhe team, and actually
How can you ridicule a team nalism mqjor from Neptune,
watch whaL is going on, are with players like· Rick Miller, N.J., is the sports editor for the
'
justified wliru1 :tney ridicule the who is suffering from a chronic Murray Sta.teNew!l.

I

,.

New And Used: Albums- CassettesCompact Discs

Buy 1 LP and get 1 FREE
(any amount)
Special orders - Trade ins welcome
Monday-Friday 10 a.m. • 5:30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. • 5 p.m.

The Sisters of

5t{pfia Omicron Pi
would like to thanR

Carmen Garland
for her many years of
dedication and
devotion to
Delta 9mega.

We love

u!

For dorm parties, late night studying, anytimel ... just g ive us a call and we'll deliver
freshly prepared subs and more to youl

"We also cater for your Homecoming parties."
Call us for more Information

Call
753-SUBS
for
SUBS TO GOI

10 % Discount
On All Party Subs
with this coupon

'

~Subby's
SubS-N-Yogurt

753-SUBS

Dixieland Shopping
Center
E><p1res 12-31-90

..
,

---

I

•.

RACER SPORTS WEB
~--·
Football

0110 VALLEY CONFERENCE

Football Standinp
W=L

Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Murray State
Austin Peay

2-0
2-0

2-1
1-1
1-2

0·2
0-2

t·

·

· ·

~MONDAY

lUNDAY

-~

••u

Tennis
Volleyball

7p.m.

OVerall

(6-0)

(5-2)

(3-3)
(6-1)

(3-4)
(1·5)

(0-6)

Golf
Air
Faroe

Rifle

lam.

..... MichMI

a.. a.....
ONggCII

~hlk

""""'-d Slide . , , . . ,
AlwM Oct. 12.

IIKU--....- .....t4 7 t4

..,_

W'&

7

•u

a s t5

t5 •
a 13 t5

15 15
·~·· Mosu
INDIVIDUAL LIIADIIRS

EKU- Brawn 3 M'l {DIMy kldc)
EKU- 'ThoiNI7S .... tram
Fleldl ~ ldak)
EKU- 'ThoiNI7 run (o..y ldak)
EI<U- 1..e1e1r 40 run (Duly ldcll)
EKU- Brown 21 PMifrom
a.tctu.llr ~ ldak)
ThoiMa 23 run (Duffy lddc)

KILLS- Koehler 11, Daty 14,

Price 8 Allen 5, McCoy 4,
DonMIIy 4, Rubio 3.
DIGS· Doty 22. McCoy 20,
Donnelly 17. Koehler 17. Rubio
11, Allen 10.
ADISTS- Connely 22, Rubio

18.

IISU

TTU

Paaalng•...............•.178

M
80t'39l
154

Firat Downs............... 13
RuaheaiYMM.•.... 2M

Total oflenM............ 1n
Penaltleslyardl•••.•.• 3/23

7/1410
493
7152

Puntalyarda..........81301

31108

Poaeeaslon tlme.....25:58

34:02

Comp1Attllnt........2/43J3

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
RUSHING- Murray State, Depp

PhOto by TOM WHIELER

Heather Huhn led the
Lady Racers to a first place finish In the Mid South Invitational last Saturday.
Huhn, a Junior from Lansing, Mich., wn the top Individual flm.her with a time of 18:55.

21, Sypho 8, Flagg 4, Davis ·2,
DOflaJdaon ·2, Becklsh -28.
Eastern Kentucky, Thomas 80,
Lester 79, Brown 87, Smith 49,
F1elda 31, McCollum 19.
PASSINOMurray State,
Donaldlon 13-'25-2 97, Beddsh 918·1 79. Euaem Kentucky Flelda
4-8.() 122, Berkhalter2-4.() 25,
Crenshaw 1-2.() 7.
RECEIVING· Murray State,
Havll 4-44, SWiho 6-43, Davis 428, Redmond 2-18, MIHer 1·16,
Dlpp2-10 1M1der 2-11, Molby 1-8.
Eutem Kentucky, Thomas 2-82,
Brvwn 1-21, McCoiUn 1-19

va. Eaat.m Kentucky Ill Rae.
~Oct

13.

MSU
· 11 15 8 8
EKU
15 3 15 15
lndlvlclual Leaders
Kills- Doty 21 , Koehlor 11 ,

Prtce 6, McCoy ... Allen 3.
Dig•- Koehler 18 McCoy 17,
Allen 13, Doty 13, Donnelly 12,
RubJo 3, Highland 2, Prloe 1.
ASSISTS- Rubio 20, Donnely

17, Allen 2, Pric::e 1.
Vlf.

Tenneas• State at Rsottr

At8na Oct. 15.

IISU

15 15 15

TSU
1 2 5
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
KILLS· Doty 12, Allen 7,
Koehler 6, Geralds 4, Price 2.
DIGS· Koehler 14, Doty 10,

McCoy 6, Allen 4, Geralds 4,
Bllard3.
AUISTa. Rubio 13. 8alard
8, Donnelly 8.

at
••WIIIP*
...,....

Hillman RobbiM IMmorlal

t

801

-

107

101
810
111
813

It-a

I

s
s

122

tl
14

•

1t
tl
tl

....

••

N

llf

222
222

llmRoop

StlweOrllwn
Ctvla Jenclna

.....

........

221

Mem.B 223
MT'SU 224
ASU
224

~

Jeff s.nderl
Chris Wllon

230

230
232

JeftW...

Price

eo.lder

235

DlrklktnMr

238

~~~
Men's I8BUif8 at the Mid South
lnvlltatlonal at Miller Golf
Cocne Oct. 13

TMm flnllh••
Bradley
Memphis State

56
65

Murray State

79

Arkansas State
Belmont
Austin Peay
North Alabama

93
103
1 08
195

MIUFia.......
eMs Barrlnger
Jim Cermak
Celt Dllllrd
J.K. l..eseu'e

26:34
26:44
21:53

John AcMrnwl
Rich Boyle

27:41
21:10

a..ve RMC08

27:28
27:41

AllbMWi .......,..,
Arkanaa 811111

......,.... 8llle (en,)

r

I

'sz

Mwrar Stata

Austin Peay
Belmont
Arkanaas Stale
North Alabama

Southern llinoli
T•IF

20
49
67

INC
INC

NC

I,_..

HNtMr Huttn
.C..... Hedlund

IIIU 11:11
IIIU 11:38

Julia ~

830

llebecm 11...._ IIIU 18:41
Iva DePIUII
Mnant 18:52

831

833

847
114

Tow to ""'•• (Eaah p~arer

played line rounds wllh each
round a par 72. and a bmament

parol144)

Js•

827

117

1'1
I

Slldt
103

t4
t7

4

GregH~NM

wsu

CcuNOct 1S.

,•..

,.
••

221

217
218
220

Women's ,..,_ at Md South
Invitational at Mill., Golf

199G-81 Men's Basketball Schedule

....
•

BJ
U8M
Mlm.B
USA

Jalon,........, ....
Bred Kipper

...., .... o

t7

1

BEllO

T.oll
7pm.

._._..K......... 42

ts

l

1

lnvltatloMI

I'OO"IUII

DATI
.....

I

1

,..........
1

~~------J-~n~~~~.~~,l---~--~~~1=~=~=tlrk~~,JP;.~~~··Jiif.-~

m

RACER Of THE WEEK:

•

I!

~

AP8U 18:43
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Lady Racers take first at Miller
By BILL BALTZ
Reporter
The MSU women's cross country team won their division of
the Mid-South Invitational and
the Racer men fmished third in
their race at the Miller
Memori al Golf Course on
Saturday.
Heather Huhn, again, led the
women's 8quad by winning the
individual women' s title and

CROSS COUNTRY
completing the five kilometer
course in 18 minutes, 55
seconds.
The Lady Racers won as they
placed six runners in the top ten
finishers and scored a 19 point
victory over conference rival
Austin Peay, 20-49.
"I was happy and surprised
with the win and the team's
results," said Huhn, who won
easily with a 200 yard margin.
Huhn, a junior college
transfer from Lansing Community College in Michigan,
said she was pleased with her
conditioning at this stage of the
season and is adapting to the
Phoco by TOM wtaL.M
Southeast's warmer fall
Sophomore Chrla Layton darts IICI'OM the finish line at Miller Golf CouFM S.turday. The Racer
weather.
Coach Margret Simmons said men flnlahed third In the race.
she saw great improvement in
the team's times on the tough
Dahlquist said the team was
Miller course since the home ing conference meet in two surprised both Memphis State,
weeks at Richmond, Simmons who placed second and MSU, more competitive than be exquad-meet on Sept. 1.
the third place finisher.
This showing and more con- said.
pected because they were
In the men's race, Bradley
sistent performances from the
"This was the team's best without their number three
number four and five runners University of Peoria, Dl. won on race of the year," aaid Coach runner who was injured.
The men's individual winner
were good signs for the upcom- the billy five mile course and Craig Dahlquist of Bradley.

••

"Barrigar is just so consistent," said Narewski, who was
happy with the ninth place
finish and the time, 26:34, of
MSU's number one runner,
Chris Barrigar.
Local runner~ Barry Knight
and Pat Callanan, competed for
the Racer Track Club of Murray
and finished fourth and fifth
respectively with times of26:18
and 26:20.
The RTC, looeely affilated
with Murray State, is coached
by Narewski, and its members
are composed of post-graduates
and varsity trackmen who are
on scholarship but are currently
ineligible for the croes country
team under OVC rules.
Both cross country squads are
scheduled to compete this
Saturday. The Lady Racers will
travel to Oxford, Miss., t.o run in
the Ole Miss Invitational, and
the men will participate in the
Vanderbilt Invitational in
Nashville, Tenn.

•1.1 0

__ Q~lPceccaaJOQ

•1.1 0

was Andrew Juby of Memphis
over Belmont's Danny Warren
in a time of 26:08.
Juby, who is a native of Sittingbourne, England, and
former English junior champ in
crosscountry,saidhewaspleased with the victory, but would
have prefeiTed a faster time.
Coach Stan Narewski said th~
MSU team's performance was
"pretty good," but that John
Ackerman had an off-day and
Carl Dillard's slow start scared
him because of his earlier pro·
blems with heat.

Qjteen t£fection

Wednesday
Luncheon
at the

*1.50
WITH THIS COUPON

14K GOLD BU'ITERCUP
r.
DIAMOND
~,.
EARRINGS
88
,.
ONLY$12

~

-.
I

l

:
I

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
Staff will be attending the
annual meeting of the
Mid-America College Health
Association and will be closed
from Wednesday, Oct. 24 thru
Friday, Oct. 26. We will reopen
on Monday, Oct 29, for regular
working hours.
If you need information during
762-3809.
th is time, please call
~

"

Front Row: Stephanie McDermott, Kate Stephens, Kim Forbes
Back Row: Lori Payne, Bethany Hall

Thursday, Oct. 25
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Second Floor Curris Center
*All full-time undergraduates and graduates are
eligible to vote with MSU I.D.

--

,.
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Equestrian rides for success
By ANGIE MIDDLETON

Class levels range from Walk-

Assistant Sports Ed1tor

One of Murray State University's best kept secrets happens
to be a Kentucky tradition horses. The secret is not simply
horses , but the MSU
Equestrian Team.
"We've had a tradition at
Murray of a good equestrian
team since it was founded in the
70s,'' said head coach Brien
Terry.
With four National Team
Championships and 11 Na·
tional Individual Champion·
ships since 1980, the Racers' en·
thusiasm continued this fall
when 60 riders tried out for the
team.
Terry said 31 riders make up
the team, which is composed of
both hunt and stock seat teams.
The equestrian team is not
simply for those who are expert
horsemen and women but is
designed to "allow students...of
all experience levels (to) compete against others of comparable skill and experience,"
according to the Intercollegiate
Horse Show ABSOCiation Rule
Book.

Trot, for riders in their first
year to Open Division, for riders
of greater skill.
Individual points are awarded
riders as follows; lst-7, 2nd-5,
3rd-4, 4th-3, 5th-2, 6th-1.
These points accumulate
throughout the season and after
collecting 28 points, a rider is
eligible to compete at the
regional level at the year's end.
These riders who have
qualified for the regional cham·
pionship in their respective
divisions will then culminate
and compete at the National Intercollegiate Horae Show
Association Championship
Show, hosted by a different
region each year, according to
the IHSA Rule Book.
Team points are awarded
when coaches choose a rider
from each division to ride for
team points at each show with
only these scores counting
toward the team total. With
these scores, champion and
reserve champion teams are
awarded in both hunt and stock
categories. The team with the

Equestrian glossary
•
•

•
•
•

Pikes win
tourney ·
By JOHN WRIGHT

Hunt Seat - English style of riding.
Open DiviSion • Catagorv for
experienced conp,titors in both hunt
and stock
seat.Y"
I
Reser.ve ~on • Sec~ place
winner!Wih'2,fJB of a division.
Stock li•t · Western style of riding.
Tack . lRidlng equ1pment such as bridle
and saddle.
l
~

Staff Wrtter

Pi Kappa Alpha's softball team was presented
with a rare opportunity
last weekend.
After f'mishing behind
Alpha Tau Omega in the
IFC League and losing to
the Men Without Shame
in the twilight tourna·

ment three weeks ago, the
Pikes went into the
Graphic by ROB WilKERSON end ANGIE MIDOLETON
season -ending in ·
tramurals tournament
with revenge in mind:
most points in each region opportunity given to practice or
They got it.
earns the right to compete in become familiar with the horse.
The Pikes first defeated
the National Championships.
The Racers will be back in the
ATO and then downed
At all levels, the host college saddle Nov. 2, 3 and 4 at the
MWS to win fheir second
provides horses and tack for all Western Kentucky Expo Center
tournament title in three
riders in the show. Riders draw where they will host 18 schools,
years.
a honea name before his or her including WKU, Midway Col·
Head coach Rusty Back
lege, University of Kentucky,
said
the Pikes were a bit
class ana are allowed ·only Southern lllinoia University
down
entering the tourna·
enough time to adjust the tack and Morehead State
ment
after losing their
and mount the horse, with no University.
last game of the season.
"Basically, we took a
week off just to get away
from softball," Back said.
"A few of the guys went to
the batting cage to pracHewitt said, "Every team scores,'' Hewitt said.
tice their hitting but
would be pleased to be in the top
Chris Wilson and Jeff Wilson
other than that we didn't
30 ranked teams in the nation led the Racers, finishing the 54
do much preparing at
this early in the season."
hole tournament with 230. The
all."
The Racers finished eighth two rmished 25 out of74 llOifera.
Back, a senior from
out of 15 teams at The Hillman
MSU travels Sunday to Lex~aw~on Springs, said goRobbins Memorial last Satur- ington to compete in the 36 hole
tng mto the ~ason he
day in Memphis.
~entuckyjptercollegi!k..Tour··''-' 1 __,~~ought the Pikes were...;.
"You just hate to lose ground nament at Champions Golf r ~· the"best team m the IFC. '
in the last round, but we just Club. Six Division I schools will ·
' ' Wh e n it ca me
gametime though, we
couldn't bring in any low play Monday.
didn't show it, so from
that standpoint, it was a
bit disappointing," Back
said. "But during the
twilight tournament, we
helped us know where we need
competitive level again.
learned to just play loose
to go."
and not put a lot of
"It took the pressure off and
pressure on ourselves and
Finishing behind Cline was
allowed everyone to shoot,'' Martin (568), Karen Harbaugh
that's what we did last
Martin said. "I'm really proud (567), Beth Henman (561), Rusweek. We played our best
of the way that the freshmen
softball."
ty Kendle (560), Angie Johnson
shot."
(560), Anne Tully (558) and Kati
Coach Elvia Green said he Keleman (558).
was pleased with the shooting
The Racers shoot Saturday in
but that there was room for
the Tennessee Tech Universityimprovement.
Golden Eagle Invitational and
''I'm satisfied with the
return home Sunday to compete
match." Green said. "We gain- against the United States Air
ed a lot of knowledge and it
Force Academy.

Racer golfers ranked 23rd nationally
By ANGIE MIDDLETON
Assistant Sports Editor

The Racer golf team was
ranked 23rd in the nation by
the Oct. 6 edition of Golf Week
as of scores accumulated
through Oct. 3.
Coach Buddy Hewitt said the
Racers earned the ranking by
winning the Murray Inter·
collegiate Tounament and plac·

GOU:
ing fourth in the University of
Cincinnati Intercollegiate Tournament in Middletown, Ohio.
The Racers finished three
places ahead of the University
of Miami, Ohio, who waa ranked nationally last year.
"I'm pleased, of course,''

Freshman leads Racers to win over UTM
By GREG ALLEN
Assistant Sports Editor

Led by freshman John Cline,
the Racer rifle team shot a
2,251 air rifle, beating UTMartin last Saturday.
Shooting a 60-shot air rifle
match for a possible total of 600
points, Cline a freshman from
Frankfort, led the way with a
569.
"It's pretty exciting since it
was my first match at the col·
lege level,'' Cline Raid. "It pro-

DOMINO' S

PIZZA

ves to myself that I'm capable of
doing it."
Cline said that his goals for
the year are helping the team
out and making it to the NCAA
championships March 12-17.
Team captain Don Martin, a
senior from Hershey, Pa., said
the match was useful to get
everyone used to shooting at the

Domino's Pizza
Delivers!
CALL NOW 753-9844
·

Soon To Be

r~~~f~lj,

Shopping Center
NEWSTOREHOURS:

Sunday - Thursday

F~~~·Sa~y
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

r----------------------r-------------------Pepperoni Pizza Feast
$8.99

Executive Par 3
Golf Course $2
Weekends $3
lighted Golf Range $2
Batting Cages 50¢

$3.00 OFF!

753· 11 5 2
Fully Stocked Golf Shop
PGA Pro
1
lessons By Appointment:
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
....... ... ... .............r,
=
50¢ Off
;

!

i

Min iat u re Golf
With t his ad.

!

!

:•.•..•...•..•...•.........
exp.
11/0 1/90 ~:
641 to Utterback rd.
(Between 7 Seas and
Roller Rink) toN. 16th
then turn right.

;

---

L--------------J

I
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Racers get much-needed win;
start second half of ovc play
By GREG ALLEN
Assistant Sports Editor

If there has ever been a team
in need of a victory, it was the
Racer volleyball team.
That victory came Monday
night in Racer Arena as the
Racers dominated Tennessee
State University 15-1, 15-2
15-5.
•
Going into the match, the
Racers had lost six straight
matches and were quickly learning how it feels to be the defen·
ding Ohio Valley Conference
champions with everyone out to
beat them
The Racers have suffered
three OVC losses with the most
recent coming last weekend to
Morehead State and Eastern
Kentucky
Despite the Racers' slump,
the 10-14 record is better than
last year when the Racers were
7-17.
With a 4-3 OVC record, the
Racers will have to tum things
around as they start the second
half of conference play. Eastern
is undefeated while Morehead
has lost just once.

VOil.EYBALL
" We need to continue to serve
well because we use our serve
as an offensive weapon."
As for the two losses last
weekend, the Racers started
slowly in both matches before
they started to play well.
In the Morehead game, the
Racers lost the first two games
before battling back and losing
8-15, 5-15, 15-8, 16-13, 6-15.
Against Eastern, the Racers
lost the first game before losing
the match 11-15, 15-3, 8-15,
6-15.
Segovia is not blaming the
losses on exhaustion, but he
said that was partially the
reason the Racers could not
make it over the hump.
"We were a little tired,''
Segovia said. "We've been on
the road for so long and we've
been practing hard and I think
we ran out of gas."
Before last Friday the Racers
had played at home only three
times, including three weekendtournaments on the road.

Head coach Oscar Segovia
Segovia complimented the
said the Racers are going to
have to "take care of business" crowd for supporting the Racers
throughout the season and
the second half.
especially against Morehead.
"We have to make sure that
we do the right things and we
"Our crowds are being vecy
come out and play consistently, consistent and the support has
overall, like we did very early come up so drastically from last
in the season," Segovia said. year to this year.

Remaining
Home
Volleyball
Games

Think Globally
Act Locally

T .J.'s Bar...,B,..,Q
Delicious Hickory-Smoked Bar-B-Q
Check out our
weekly specials
&

Oc:l. 20 Tennessee Tech 7 p.m.
Oc:l. 23 Southeast Mlaeourt 7 p.m.
Oct. 30 ~Stale 7 p.m.

Friday night buffet
4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Ribs, Chicken,
Roast Beef& Cafflsh
'lbe place ain't fancy, but it sure is good food!

Nov. 8 Aualln Peay 7 p.m.

Nov. 10 Amlnaaa SbD (noon)
Nov. 10 Western Kentucky 5 p.m.

"We've got so much support
from the community and the
student body that it makes us
want to play harder. The crowds
seem to be getting bigger and
bigger,'' Segovia said.
With the season quickly coming to a halt, the fans have only
six more chances to see the
Racers in action in Racer
Arena.
The next opportunity is Saturday at 7 p.m. when the Racers
face Tennessee Tech.
Earlier this season the Racers
were successful in battling back
after losing the fll'8t two games
by defeating Tennessee Tech
6-15, 13-15, 15-8, 15-12, 15-5.

806 Chestnut

753-0045

News Makers
Watch TV-11
Monday, 6:05
. Oct. 22

p.m.

The "Right" Way, Have We
Become Too Conservative?

· 2CK)() years later,

Christianity's biggest
competition
is still the Uons.
Before you sit down for an afternoon
with the Uons, Bears, Dolphins, Rams,
Cowboys or Vikings. come spend an hour
with some very nice Christians in the
love. worship and fellowship of
Jesus Chrtst.
The Episcopal Church

Michael Johnson
•
Concert
zn

....._.....r.uesday,
...
Oct. 23 at 7:30 p.m.
in the
Stables

I'

St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 W. Main
Sunday 8 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.

I

I~ II
Thanks to the Brothers

of Sigma Chi for a great

mlxerl The Sisters of
Alpha Delta Pl.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline . . • . . . . • . • . Friday 2 p. m.

Connie and Teresa,
Thanks for being there
when I needed you last
week. You guys are
great! Alyssa.

Houra: Monday Wid WednMd.y 3 p.m. • 8 p.m.
Friday 8:30 a.m. • 10:30 a.m. Wid 1p.m. • 3 p.m.

Ctoeed weekendl and holldllya.

ExiCI dl~nge or check required. NO ADS Wll. BE ACCEPTED
OVER THE PHONE. N» may ~ m.Jied lllong with peyment to:
CLASSIFIEDS DEPARTMENT

Th• Mu9y Stat• New., 28()g Unlvenlty Station
Mu9y, KV 42071

RATES
With MSU 10: 1k per word WHhout MSU 10: ~per WOfd
OVER TWENTY WORDS
With MSU 10: 10. per word Without MSU 10: 15c per word
Bold F.:. . $1 per nne Attention Gett.,.. - *** or tl'tl'tt' • $1

Welcome Back Delta
Omega Alumni. We love
your The Sisters of
Alpha Omicron Pl.

Ledhead -We love ycu
folders! Alpha Love.

To John, I Love you and
miss you. Tort.

HI Chris - Where can
you buy world gone mad
T-shlrts?

Kay. That luck Qf yours
has got to change,
maybe with age. Cheer

Country Bunkln Happy
Birthday. Love ya
Cinderella.
Congratulations

PI

Kappa Alphal •Points or
no points. Pikes are
undisputed softball
champions 1990:
To Kella, thanks for
listening to me. I know
my probe can really get
to someone. You're a
sweetyl Usa.
Happy Birthday Wheat! I
love you! Rhonnda.

Brenda's
Beauty
Salon
Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
Murray

upl Love Lo.
Klmberty, Tammy, Terry,
Cliff and Marilynn- I 1*11<
we should an take a little
nap(about 78 hrs.
should do) to make up
for the missed naps this
week. HI. Kim F. Rueben
SAA congratulates
Phillip Bryan, our
fea~ess leade~ on
winning Mf. MSU 19901
Beta Sigmas, We are
going to have an
awesome time at retreat!
Cindy B. U R greatl ASA
love.
SAA congratulates our
Homecoming queen
candidate, Bethany Hall,
and wishes her good
luckI

For the look

to watch
.out

Lenzle, Good luck In Mr.
500 . You will do
awesome! Love, Jamie.
Kevin. I can't believe
that you broke the
friebeel GU888 who?
Kim, Only eight more
weeks
left
and
counting ...

Get Ready Sigma Pll
Ray, YOtlre an awesome
Ill brol Good luck with
Mr. 500 and Mr. Chest.
KA #1 . Love, your Big
Sis.

The Reunion of the 1980
•Frog Gigging• Team wUI
meet at the Golden Pond
facility at LBL this
Sunday afternoon.

Wanted: VIrgin goa1s for
P.A.G.A.N.

Spring Break/Christmas
Break Tours. Individuals
or s1udent organization
needed to promote out
SkVSun Tours. EARN
MONEY and FREE
TRIPS to Cancun,
Daytona , Vermont,
Montreal. Call HI-LIFE 1-

800-263-5604.
Campus
Reps
Individuals or Student
Organization - needed
to promote our Spring
Break Packages on
campus. FREE TRIPS
plus commission. Call
campus marketing. 1800-423-5264.

·•
Bausch&. Lomb

A-1 Typing Service. $1
per page. Completely
computerized. Spell
check Included. Top
typing speed of 168
W.P.M. Call 762-4769.

F
A
S
T
FUND RAISING
P R 0 G R A M
$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your

campus<Xgani.zation.Plus
a chance at $5000 more!

This program worlcs! No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext 50
Profeeelonal
resume
typesetting .

Call

762-2751.

FOR·SALE.
Halt carat diamond

solitaire. Excellent

HOMECOMING
OU ~riends are
•tlie 'Best :Friends...
1(f,mem6er your frientls
witn a personal clossifid
atfvertisement as tfu.y come
fiome to !Murray State for
a£( tfu. !Homecoming
.91.ctivities.
Special deeciJine &:bill ...... oaly.

Monday, Oct. 22 at 5 p.m.
Jl'lil out the form below ad briq to the
when placiDg your d ...ifted,

DAW8paper

Phone

Want to hire someone to
repair electric fencing.
$5 hour. Must have prior
experience. Phone (502)
382-2890. Ask for
Scotty.

"Fine Seafood Dining In A
Florida Atmosphere"

Deep
Discount
Everyday

753-4175

'

---

I

clarity and cut. Bought
$1295, wiH iacriflce
$750. Please call lee on
campus 2868.

"Be prepared
for Homecoming."

for!

I

'and

ASSEMBLERS:
Excellent Income to
assemble products from
your home. 504-6461700 Dept. P6000.

Sa,fe-'J
fltscou.nt Pfl.a.rma.cy
•

I 1==- I

Debb i e's
Typ i ng
Service. Reasonable
rates. Spell checked.
Grammar assistance.
437-4939. (local)

SPRING BREAK 1991lndlvldual or student
organization needed to
promote Spring Break
trip. Earn money, free
tripe and valuable wor1(
experience. CALL NOWI
Inter-Campus Programs:
1-800-327-6013.

Cfa,a,l'~te •s

~

753-4582

ATTENTION:
FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES ,
CLUBS
AND
INDIVIDUALS. Trip
organizers wanted for
fantastic Ski and Sun
Tours . Earn cash
commissions and/or go
for free. Call the #1
company In college
travel, Moguls Ski and
Sun Tours, Inc., 1-800666-4857.

Wanted: Enthusiastic
Individual or student
organization to promote
Spring Break destination
for
1991 .
Earn
commissions, free tripe
and valuable work
experience. Apply nowl
Call T.J. at Student
Travel Service 1..SOO·
265-1799.

Good job In Mr. MSU,
Sam Young. The
Brothers of Sigma Pl.

Congratulations to the
1990 Mr. MSU. The
Sisters
of
Alpha
Omicron Pl.

WUBBY
Happy Annlvenuuyl We
made it- one year and a
half. I love you more
today than ever. JUB U.
DIAL

Cate - Thanks for
putting up with me all the
time and for being a
loner with me getting
ready for P.W.B. The
Other Social.

1 I =~

ea___

.-....:;...;r;.;...;....;.J:r
..........

L....-

10% off with this coupon Oct. 19 throl!gh Oct. 26
r.- •·, • r _Open 7 days a week:
, 1 .1\t .,... ...

)

-

...
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,.

I

I

off
(S.Ie lt•m• eDiaded)

SPORTING GOODS
''EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPOIT IN YOUR I IF£"
Monday • Saturday 9 a.m. • 6 p.m. .

1203 Chestnut St.
753·8844

~'5~;::

